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FOREWORD
Br- Srr. E. JOHN RUSSELL
Dircctor oJ thc Rotbaantcd Er?a;rrL.nral Etatior, Hatptadtt
Tnr papers presented herewith were read at a Conference at Rotham-
sted on 7th May, when the technical experts concerned in the carrv-ing out of field experirnents assembled to describe rhe methohs
they are actually adopting.
The old method, involving the use of Iarqe sinqle ple15 ,1a..4
side by side, is simple and efieitive for the pur-pose oT d.-orrir"ting
known facts so long as the differences to be oiserved 
"re 
larse and
do not require to be expressed numerically. But it breaks diwn as
soon as accurate measuremeDts are needed, because it tales no accouut
of variatioqs in the soil, which are uow known to be considerable.In the classical fields at Rothamsted Lawes and Gilbert had
two unmanured plots, one at each end of the series: thc yieldsfrom these usually difierd by about ro per cent. The difieiences
lh5l were demonstrating weie, however,'much larger, so that theyfelt safe-.in attlibuting their results to th. tr."t."n'tr.' ln tga6-a7
they split the Broad6alk plots lengthwise into t*o hal.,"s, li,hiJh
trom that time onwards were harvested separately I this was thefirst duplication of field plots of which we 
"in finj "nv record. In1,9!Z-+8 rna occasionally afterwards one half of each plot was treateddifferently from the other, so that they ceased to be sirict duplicate.s.
Better duplication appears to have been practised bv p, i{i.lr"r,
the founder ,ir tle o".iiit experimental 
""il.r, ll"# ,i,;;;l;l:expenments on grass mixtures for pastures. Some of the Norfolk
chamber of agricultural experiments' carried out in the later rggois
were systematicallf repeated thus: ABCD DCBA.
. 
Nothing more was done in this country till rqoo. In that vearA. D. Hall, and somewhat later T. B. Wood, boih'urged the rieedfor estimating experimental errors in field work and n'"r. 
"oorori_ma-te methods for doing this. Somewhat later Dr. h. S.'l'."r.r,
ol Warminster designed his well-known strip method of replication
5
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6 TECHNIQUE OF FIELD EXPERII\{ENTS
specially suitable for variety trials and adopted by the National
Institute of Agricultural Botany ; it is described by Mr. S. F. Arm-
strong on Page 30.
The subject was taken up seriously at Rothamsted in r9r9 and
has been much developed since. In I9I9 Dr. R. A. Iisher applied
to the studl oI yariation an arithmetical analysis tnown as the analysis
of variance, which had the advantage over the ordinarl calculus
of correlations o{ avoiding both the calculation of a large number
of irrelevant values and also the numerous corrections to which
correlations are liable, especially with small samples. He applied
the method to the Broadbalk wheat yields aud showed its value {or
measuring the efiect o{ distinct groups of causes. This investiga-
tion, however, showed the need for more exact methods for treating
the small number of cases, or samples, generally available in agri-
cultural investigetions. The first erample of an analysis of variance
in its modern forn was the eramination of the results of T. Eden's
expedment it tgzz ot the response of difierent potato varieties to
manures (Fisher and Mackenzie, Joun. lgic. Sri., I9z3). Some-
what leter, " Student " gave alternative prools by himself and by
Fisher of iormule appropriete to cereal variety erperimens. Thus
rigorous methods of statistical examination were elaborated.
The lext step was to develop a corrcspondingly rigorous field
techaique, and this was done by Dr. Fisher in co-operation with
T. Eden errd E- J. Maskell. The chief difrculty was to overcome
the efiects of the irregularities in the soil which hrd long been a
scrious stumbling-block to field experimenters,
Part of the irregularity or heterogeneity could be eliminated
by suitable arrangements of the plots, but there was a1wa1n an un-
tnown remainder of residual errors. It was showl that the statis-
tical analysis previously developed could eliminate the cfiects oI
soil irregularities and at the same time afiord a valid estimate of
the remaining errors, provided that the plots were sufficiently
replicated and deliberately randomised.
Dr. Fisher then devised various types of experimeuts to meet
the requirements of the statistical analysis, and tested these on the
results of uniformity trials so as to discover which were the most
accurate and convenient in actual working. Two types stood out
as satisfactory; raudomised blocks and the Latin square. The lao-
domised block is the simpler and the more easily adjusted to suit
the pecularities of the field and the crop. The experimental area
is divided into several strips or blocks, each of which contains one
plot of each treatmeqt, the arrang€ment being deliberately at randon
and determined not by selection, but by writing the PGsibIe arrange-
ments on separate cards, shuffling them, and drawing one out. Since
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one block is not directly compared with another, the difiereuces
in soil fertility between them are elimitratea; and since the auaDge-
ment within the blocls. has been eutirelT at random, the significance
of the results can be estimated-
The Latin square is the more accurate but less widely applicable
in fcrtiliser experiments, The plots are arranged with as maay
rows and columns as there are treatments. Each treatment appears
once, and only once, in each row and each column. A surprisingly
large number of arraugements are possible, but the selection is
again deliberately at raudom and, as before, is ellected by the shuffiing
and drawing of cards, From the figures for yield, a standard error
is worled out which shows the degree of trustworthiness of the
result. A difierence in yieid equal to the standard error of this
difierence can be obtained about once in three trials, eyen when tbe
experimenter is cdnvinced that he has given exactly the same manuring
and cultivation to each of the plots, but a difierence twice this size
would be obtained by chance only once in twenty-two times: it
is therelore much more likely to be true. The chances against
the difierence in yield being due to causes other than the difierence
ln tteatment are :-
For difierence equal to its standard error
For difierence double its standard error
For difierence three times its standard error
For di{Ierence four times its standard error
3tor
22tOt
37o to I
I5,78o to I
For most agricultural purposes a phance of about 3o to I is good
enough. The " standard errors't fo! the yield values have to be
multiplied by r.4r4 (i.e. 1/z) in older to give the standard error
of the difierence between treated and untreated plots-the figure
one usually wants. To attain a probability of 3o to r, a difierence
must be roughly three times the standard error of the yidd.
Dr. Wishart (p. r5) shows how the results are to be worled out.
Our erperience proves that the methods are quite pracricable not
only on tie fields of the Erperimental Station but also on those of
ordiaary farms: Mr. Garner (p. 49) gives particula$ of the methods,
and Messrs. Lewis, Manson and Proctor (p. 37) show how to extend
them to coyer a series oI trials, I-arge numbers of these experiments
are now made, the numbers of plots in each ranging from t6 to t44,
Usual standard errors per plot on our presenr methods of good
working are:-
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8 TECHNIQUE OF FIELD EXPERIMENTS
USUAL STANDARD ERRORS PER PLOT FOR GOOD
WORKING
g'eiBhl ?." Acrc Pcr C.n . of Y;.ld
Rordoflis.il Lalifl Lalin Raidont-
Eloch, Squye Squar. iscd Bloch
o.7 tons o'4 tons 4'4 8'4
o.8 ,, 0.6 ,, 5.7 ro'2
o'7 ,, 5'7 ro'9
r.5 c\{t. r.3 c\a't. 5'6 9'r
r.g ,, 1.9 ,, 6.0 7'z2,,8
2 ,, 6
Potatoes
Sugar Beet: Roots
Tops
Barley : Grain
Straw
Oats : Grain
Strarv
The standard error preciselF measures the accuracy of the ex-
periment and it includes errors of working, inequalities due to vari-
able natural agencies, such as weather, birds, insepts, diseases, and
also soil variations within the individual plots, but not the lar'ge
variations between plot aod plot, which are eliminated by the method
of aranging the erperiment. It is not, however, an absolute measure,
since it depends to some cxtent on the size and arrangement of the
plots. Thus a standard error of o.4 tons per rcre of potatoes in a
Latin square experiment is not strictly comparable with a standard
error of o.4 tons in a randomised bloct experiment having more
plots. Nevertheless, it is a useful guide to the experimenter, as
showing the standard of performance he is attaining in his work.
The standard error is much the same whether the crop is large or
small, so that a heavy crop has a lower percentage error than a light
one.
There are several plots of each treatment, and the standard
error oI tJre final result is much less than the figures of errors per
plot; it is usually now at Rothamsted about z to 4 per cent. of the
mean yield.
In addition detailed observations are made on various Browth
factors; these are discussed by Mr. Watson on page 54.
These priaciples have been applied to horticultural experiments
by Mr. Hoblyn, who deals with the problem oD page 42.
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CHAIRMAN'S OPENING REMARKS
Srr A. D. HALL
Chairnat
Ir gives me great pleasure to be present at to-day's coufereace,
because I can claim a sort of patemal hterest in the subject. I
believe a communication of mine to thc Bdtish Association, priuted
in the Journal of the Board of Agriculture for I9o9, in which I dis-
cussed the probable error attached to a comparison of a pair of plots
as deduced from some of the Rothamsted data, was the first Presenta-
tion of the problem in this country. That led to the harvesting
of an apparently unilorm area of mangolds and wheat in units of
l/soo and 1/5- acre lespectivel/ by W. H. Mercer and mpelf, and an
attempt to deduce therefrom the most practicable size of plot and
the number of repetitions . that would reduce the probable error
to dirnensions less than the difierences to be expected in the trials'
But we had no more tha arithmetical methods at our commald:
Dr. Fisher's technique had not been made available for agricultural
experimentation. Indeed all this was before the days of GoYernlrEnt
graots and refined apparatus: we had to improvise our bricks with
a minimum of straw. I remember how Mercer constructed a
thresher for his little bundles of wheat out of an old bicycle frame,
on which he used to mount and pedal away in order to knocL orit
the grain, thus combining research and exercise. Since that time
the subject has grown in all directions and a due appreciation of
its principles is a necessary part o{ t}re equipmeot of every agricultural
erperimentet. I would go further and insist that all biological
investigation involves a statistical consideration of the results;
no organisms exectl), repeat one another and a valid conclusion can
only be drawn when data are available ia suficient numbers to
admit of an estimate of its probability. As is so obvious in human
lfiairs a law of action may only be true statisticaUyand not individually'
Hence the importance of the subject with which we are &aling
to-day.
.9
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RELATION TO THE
INTERPRETATION
OF THE RESULTS
Bv R. A. IISHER
Tnr greetest source of error in field experimentation is that dueto the heterogeneity of the soil. This fict is the .on.lrrion uni_
versaUy to be drawn from uniformity trials, arid may be illustrated
by 
-the contours oI fertility found in a tri"i carried'out b; I\,i..;",aud.Hall at Rothamsied in r9ro, in which an acre of whejt. chosenlor its apparent- uniformity, as is the land allotted to 
"rp.iirn.n,r,was treated uniformly and harvested in 5oo small plots. the yield,
even after smoothing out the variarion iscribable io extremely'local
liuctuations, varied from about z7 bushels pcr acre in the aieas oflow fertility to about 37 in the areas of high fertilitv, a ranse of
about 30 per cent. of the mean feld,
, 
*: 
^"r.utilise rhe experience, not only of uniformity trials,but of 
,e_xperiments in which replication is employed. to shlw thatthe yields of plots of abOut r/.i acre frequently J".v'"rno* tt.-_
selves orving to soil heterogeneity with a-standard d"viatioi hieh..
than ro per !enr. of the mean yield. Wirh ordinary care all woriing
errors may be kept down to a much lower figure. It is thereforelniportant to sei that the time and labour ai our disposal is not
wasted in_- attainitrg over-meticulous precision in f".,ol *t i.l, iofact contribute little to the field 
".rorr, 
bot that they should b6 em_ployed where the ddvantage to bc gained is gre"tesi i;;;.-"r.,i"g
the_errors, duc to soil heterogeneitv.
. 
In addition to its quantititive i.port"o." the uqiforrity trialshave sdthced to.establish quite genera y (i) that the soil fertility
ceirnot be regarded as distributed at randorn, but to some extent
sys.tem_atically, so that neighbouring plots are oh ,h. 
"r;;;;"-;;;"a.lrke-than those further apart, and, on the other hand, (ii) ihat thedlstribution is seldom or never so s_ystematic that ir couli be satis_factorily represented by a simple mathematical for-ot". rr. riruri.tertrliry gradient can be represented by a function lin"a, in ihe
co-orcltnates-
II
PRINCIPLES OF PLOT EXPERIMEN-
TATION IN
STATISTICAL
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12 TECHNIQUE OF FIELD EXPERIMENTS
The difrculty arising from soil heterogeneity may be 
-overcome
in theory by rcjlicatiotr'; we are therefore concemed with the ob-
iects which'repiication is designed to lulfil and with the conditions
on which thesi ohiects are best achieved. There are two objects,
shown in the diagram, which replication is always required to {ulfrl,
namd to diminish the experimental error, and to provide an estimate
of the masnitude of those errors.
. With ieipect,to the diminution oi error bv improved replication
it should be noted that the precision can in this way be increased
indefinitcly. It has indeed beeu argued that since increased re-
olication iequires that an experiment must occuPy a lrrger area of
iand, the soil h.t"rog"neity will thereby be increased, and tha-t in
.onr"or"n.. a point -*ill be reached beyond which further replica-
tion ;ill give no further increase in accuracy. This seeming diffi-
culty cannot. however, be effective if the difierent treatments to
b" lo-r"t.d are always compared locally within relatively small
pieces oi land, for then onty ih" natur"l irregularities within such
,-t<
BIJDCI
DISAI3UIICII
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IBtlLrclrrcf
,/ \ 
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Principles o{ Field Experimentation.
small oieces can afiect our results. The easiest demonstration of
this pr'inciple of Local Co*rol is to divide the land into a uumber of
Lto.[r. ."ln containing as many plots as tlere are treatments, of
which one is assigned to each treatmeng/ However many blocks
mav be used in such an experiment the error ol our comParrsons
*if l" ar. wholly to soi) ' hcterpgeneity within blocls, and this
element of the heterogeneity has oo iendency to increase as the num-
ber of blocks is macle- sresier. The increased heterogeneity of the
whole aria is in fact wh"olly accounted for by the increasing diaparity
in vield between difiereni blocls. This element of the soil hetero-
ge;city is, however, entirely elimirated from our comparisons by
ihe airangement of our experimenl. {That this {act 
-was.not.at
once realised is due to the use of errolieous methods ot estlmatrng
the error, which failed to eliminate in the arithmetical procedure
elements of variation which had in fact been eliminated from the real
errors by the arrangement in the field. This illustrates a-Point which
is of special impo.i"nce to the questiolt of the estimation of errqr,
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TECHNIQUE OF FIELD EXPERIMENTS 13
namely that it is necessary that our methods oI arrangement in the
field must be brought rigorously into harmony with the methods
of computation to be employed. /For Biven methods of arrarigement
it is possible that there shall be at most otre correct method of com-
putaiion, and this one we must be able to recognise and to use' For
manl methods of arrangement, however, no method of estimating
the error, which is strictly vrlid, can possibly exist, )
It is thus seen that the second object of repl.ication, the dimiuu-
tion of error, may, i{ a sufrcient number of plots can be used, be
carried to any required degree of precision, at least if rhe primary
principle of replicition is supplemented bv the principle of Local
Control. With respect to the first object of replication-to provide
an estimate of erroi-we must uow note that, if we are to obtain a
strictly valid estimate of error, then it is necessary, in order to satisfy
the mathematical conditioos on which the use of such au estirnate
is based, that, apart from such restrictions as are introduced in the
complete eliminition qf certain components of the soil heterogeneity,
the difierent treatments or varieties to be tested shall be arranged
at random on the land available. Onc may say that the heterogeneity
df the erperimental land is in this way divided into two Parts, one
of which'is totally eliminated from 'the experiment by-the field
arrangement, and subsequently in the arithmetical procedurerlwhile
the other part is scrupulously randomised ir the field arrangement,
in order thit that portlon o{ it which wili be available for the estima-
tion of error shal be truly representative of that portion w]ich
necessarilv will appear as real errors il our results' The methods
by which'these piio.ipl.? of experimenration have been worked our
in detail are very various, and several eramples of these will be given
by later speakers.
METHODS OF FIELD EXPERIMEN'T-
ATION AND THE STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
Br JOHN ItrISHART
Tur two simplest methods of layout which fulfil the conditions of
supplying a valid estimate of error and eliminating a large portion
of the soil heterogeneity are (r) the method of Randomised Blo&s,
and (z) the method of the Latin Square. In what follows these
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methods wil be described shortly, with appropriate 3rithr4elic4l
illustrations to indicate how the results of such trials should bp enal/sed.
(I) Mrrnoo or Rrroor,rtsPP Blocxs
As 4n example consider an experiment carried out in I93o by the
Rothamsted stafi at the farm of Mr. E. V' Cooke, North Fen, Bourne
(Lincs.), The crop x,as Potatoes, and the treatments tested were i
iuperplosphate at the rtte of o, o'8 and r'6 cwt. Ppr- per acre
(aiproxirnrt"ly 5 and ro cwt. superphosphate), and sulPhate of
potish 
"t the'raie of o, t and z cwt. KlO per acre (approximatelyz 
"nd a c*t. sulohate of 
potash). in all combinations. There were
rhus ni'ne ,..",.'"r,,, in il, 
"nd'thes. were laid down 
in Iour-fold
reolication. A olan oI the experiment is shown below. The area
wis divided inri four equal blocts, each consisting of nine plots,
and the nine treatmeots were allotted at random to the Plots within
each block. The plot yields, in lb., are given in the table:-
loS rS rS
zK zI( rK
lrs qs 2s
I rK rI( oK
\,t zS oS
\oK zK oK
/rS cS 25
/ rI( zK zx
I
loS rS rSoK oK zK
zS zS oS
rK oK rK
il; ,\
rK zK ,K\
I
zS rS zS\
oK oX rKl
rS 25 oS
z,K zK oK
i.X ox ,1lrs zS ,slrl( zK zli
1". os 2s
./oK rK rX
Area o, each plot : r/?o acre.
oS : No supet.
rS : o.8 c\rt. P!O! as supeF.
25 : r.6 c\l't. p,Or as super.
oK : No potash.
rK : r c$'t. KtO as Sul./Pot.
2K : 2 c*.t. KrO as Sul./Pot.
Bloch
SinEk Pot$h Dg ble Pot
a: IS 2S oS ,sl,s oS IS ?s
Total
B
C
D
372
334
234
262
293
444
29r
385
392
437
279
338
360
393
295
335
45e I
385 |
33e I
38'I
38E
434
297
367
344
366
11?
297
438
,1r 3
365
406
439
479
42\
3453
3670
2959
31 52
L202 I4I3 r446 r383 r565 t486 ,33e l ro55 f ,7451r34a
Genoial Mean : 367.6r
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The block .nd treatment totals are given in the margins of
the above table, while the general mean of all plots is 367-6r. We
now regard the deviation from this general mean of each plot leld
as being made up in the main of two parts, one equal to the deviation
of the blocL mean from the geueral mean, and representing the
amout by which the yield is influenced by the fertility of the bloct
ia which it happens to be situated, aud the other equal to the devia-
tion of the mean of the treatment given to that plot froui the general
mean, and measuring the value of the particular treatment as far as
this plot is concerned. The sum of these two poltions giyes a theo-
retical value for the plot yield deviation, and the difierences, positive
and negative, from this theoretical value, of the deviation of the
actual plot yield frorn the general mean of all plots, represent the
errors of the experiment, and are used to furnish a standard error
for the treatment means, o! totals./ The sum of squares of these
residuals is best obtained by eliminating the coniributions due
respectively to blocks and treatments from the totel sum of squares
of deyiations oi the 36 plot values lrom the gengral mean- Instead
of subtractirrg the mean successively from each value, and squaring
and adding ihe remainders, it is only necessary to square and add
the actual values as given in the table, and then subtract a correction
equal to the square of the grand total divided by 36. The same
result could be secured, but with smaller numbers to work with, by
subtracting a round number near to the true mean, as, for erample,
+oo,. from all the values before squaring. The correctiou in this
case ig the square of the new total, divided by 36. The arithmetical
working is as follows :- t
Sum of squares of 36 plot yields
G."nd toi"l ,qo"r.",l *d d'ivicl.d by 36
+99+t20
486+#'4+
Dificrence r2gt1+.56 (a)
Sum of squares o[ 9 treatment totals tg67g37o
Diyide by 4 (iace each is a total of 4 plots) . +919842.5
Subtract as above +84C65.44
Remaioder 5+817-c5 (b)
Sum of oquares of 4 block totals 44o84894
Divide by 9 (iace each is a total of 9 plots) 4f98qg.n
Subtract as above +86,.*5.4+
fitn'89
4rr13.6r
(r)
@)(a)-(D)-(r)
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The sums of squares (D), (r) and (d) must now be divided by the
appropriate numbers of degrees of freedom to obtain the corre-
spouding mean squares. There are 35 degrees of {reedom in all (one
less than the total number of plots), of these there are 8 {or treat-
ments (one less than the total number of treatments) and 3 for blocls
(one less than the total number of blocks), so that there are 24 re-
maining for the error part. The results are nolv set out in the form
of an " analisis of variauce " table as follows:-
Analysis of Yariance Degrces of
.lue lo Ftteilom S*ms of Squarcs Mcd Sqt arc
Blocks 3 33133 89 11044.63Treatments I 54877'o6 6859.63Error 24 4r 143.6r -\7r 4..32
Total a29t 54.56
We note that the method of arrangement has removed, under the
heading " blocks,", a substantial amount of the soil heterogeneitf
present. Had the arrangemeDt not lreen such as to allow for this,
the elror " mean square " would have been very much higher.
The next point to note is that the treatment " mean squarc " is
materially greater than that due to error. With uo real treatment
difierences, these two contributions should have been equal within
the limits of sampling error, and we test whether the treatment mean
square is significantly greater than the error mean square by findiag
the ratio of these two quantities, i.e , 4.ot, and then determining
one-half the natural logarithm of the ratio. This gives us the
quantity z, which is in this case equal to o.q32, The same result
is obtained by finding the ordinary logarithm of 4.ar, i.e. o.6ozz,
and multiplying by r.I5I3. From R. A. Fisher's " Statistical
Methods for Research Worlers," table of z, we find from r, (the
number of degrees of lreedom correspondingto the larger mean square)
: 8, and z" (the number of degrees oI Ireedom corresponding to
the smaller mean square) == 24, a z value oI o.6o64 for thp r per ceDt.
point. Thus the value o.6o61 would be exceeded bv chance only
once in a hundred trials, had there been no real treatment difierences,
and we therefore conclude that as the actual z is o.@32 the efiect
of treatment is undoubtedly significant. It remains nolv to eramine
the nature of this treatment efiect. The square root of the error
mean square (t7t4.32) is 4r.4o, and this is the estimated standard
error of a single plot. The standard error o{ a total of four plots
is got by multiplying this by the square root qf 4, and is therelore
82.8, while the standard error of a total of rz plots is got by multi-
plying by the square root of lz, and is 143.4. We may therelore
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rearrange our treatment totals in the following way, in order to
brhg out the real effects. and rve append the appropriate standard
errors.
. 
TOTALS OF FOUR PLOTS
No Su?cl Si4l.gL Stqel DotbL SuP.r Total
No Potash . t2o2 r4r3 1446 406r
Siugle Potash 1383 1565 1486 4$4
Double Potash 1339 1655 rr45 4739
Total 3924 4677 a3,234
Standard error, 82.8 or 5.63 per cent. ; of margins, 143.4o! 3.25 percent.
The difierence between any two totals should exceed three times
the standard error for significance, and an inspection of the table
shows that the main efiects are a response to superphosphate which
is not increased materiaUl by the double dressing, and a response
to sulphate of potash which is of such a nature that the feld from
the single dressing is intermediate between the other two, although
alone the increase is barely significant over the yield of the plots
without potash. These results are gleaned from the margins oI
the above table, which do something to smooth out the irregularities
of the individual figures, and which are based on tbe means of tz
plots. The ouly additional efiect that could emerge would be an
interaction between supcrphosphate and sulphate of potabh, i.e.
where the increase on a trlot having both was something more than
the sum of the separate increases due to the single nutrients, There
is not much sign of such an interaction in the individual figures
of the table, but these treatment efiects can be tested more pre-
cisdn siace ttre experioent is of a balanced type, by breaLiag up
the total sum of squares due to treatment into two parts due res-
pectivelF to superphosphate and potash, and a third part representing
the iuteraction. The calculations are similar to those already
carried through for blocls and treatments, and are as follolvs:-
Sum of squares oI 3 super totals . 58Z36194
Divide by rz (since each is a total
of rz plots) 48gq73z'83
Subtract as in previoui work 4864965.44
2976739 (2 degrees
of freedom)
4633
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Sum of squares o{ 3 potash totals 58610198
Divide by Iz 4884183'17
Subtract as above 4864965'44
tgzrT'73 (z degrees
of freedom)
Remainder on subtractinq from
54877.o5 -. 589I'94 (4 degrees
of freedom)
The ceutral part oI our analysis of variance table m1y then be
given more fully as-follows :-
Dse to
Super.
Potash .
Ilteraction .
tE!ro(
DeE/..s of srrfl oI MeatFr..don Sq$ar.s Sq arc
2 29267'39 r4883'?o z: r'0806
2 tg2a?'73 9608'86 ,: 0'8618
4 589r.94 t47z,g824 1714'32)
z for r per cent, Point ($L : 2, n2: 24\ : o'8626
It is obvious that the ioteractiou is wholly insigaificant, the meaD
square being nearly equal to that for error, while by testing the suPer-
phosphate and potastr. efiects by the z test with z,: 2 aa.d z2:2+,
it 
"ppe"rs that both eftects are siguificant. We see therelore 
that
the method of arrangement has not only given us effectively greater
replication for the potash and superphosphate comparisons, but has
shlwn thar the efiects demonsrrated for each treatment hold, within
the limits oI experimental error, over a wide range of the other
Iertiliser. The analysis is completed by presentiag the data of our
table in agricultural units, z.g. tons Per acre. Since thc yields given
in the body of the table are in lb. per'/ro acre, we must divide them,
and the standard error of 82.8, by al,,o x zzTo,ot Iz8, while the mar-
ginal totals, and the standard error of 143'4, are to be divided by 384
to give marginal means iu tons per acre.
(z) Mrrnoo or rnr Lerru Squetr
We shall tate as an illustratbn of this method a trid carried out
on sugar beet at the South-Eastern Agricultural Colbgg, W7e' in
r93o. The treatments were (I) control, (z) sulphate o{ ammonia
$ cwt. per acre) applied with seed, (3) nitrate of soda (equivalent
to 3 cwi. sulphate of ammonia) as toP dressing, and (4) cyanamide
(equivalent to 3 cwt. sulphate of ammonia) applied a few days before
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654
638
499
557
Rows
Total
Toral
2 58?
255r
237t
2294
o
2r48
Staaddrd
Ettot
37'92
YIELD OF UNWASHED ROO:TS
Cottart*s
661 6Zl62t 573\58r 6394?7 59r
2348
TREATTIENT TOTALS
i
SNCMcat
z5r8 25?6 256\' 2450'75
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sowing. There were four replications of each treatment, aud the
plots were arrauged as in the diagram, so that each treatment occurred
once 
"nd on." only in erch row aud column of the Latin 
square.
The particular 
"ri"ngemeot adopted was one chosen 
at random
out oi the total number of Latin squares of this size'
O Areg oI eacb plot F t/6o acre.N O : control.S S : sulPhate of ammonia.C N : nitrate of soda.
C : cyanamide.
All plots received 4 cwt. superphosphate and 2 cwt. muriate of
potash per acre.
IN LB.
599
719
652
669
2476 2639 9803
General Eean, 612 6875
With this method oI arrangement, the rows of Plots are rePlicates
of one another, aud equalll the columns, and a comparison- of their
rotals measures the efieit of soil heterogeneity, which can be elimiaated
in the calculation o{ the standard error of the treatment meaus. The
deyiation from the general mean of the yield of any one plot is in
fact regarded 
"' 
-"Ia ,p in the main of three parts, one equal to
the deiiation of the row 'mean from the genelal mean, another equal
to the deviation of the column mean from the general mean, and
the third equal to the deviation of the treatment mean Irom the
e.oeral 
-"ai. The sum of aquares of the residuals, or difiereacesIf ,h" 
".t,r\l yield deviations'fron theoretical values 
made up of
these three paris, is then used to furnish an estimate o{ the required
staudard erior. 
-As in (r) this sum of squares is best obtained by
eliminatiug the coutributioos due to rows, columns and tre.tmeot
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from the lotal sum of squares of deviations oI the 16 plot values from
the general mean. Thi arithmetical working is es below:-
Sum of squares of r5 plot
yields -. 5rf,gg+g
Grand total squared aud
divided by 16 Mr7y56
Di*erence .
Sum of squares of 4 row totals
Divide by 4 (since each is a
total of 4 plots)
Subtract as above
Remainder . .
Sum of squares of 4 column
totals .
Divide by 4 (since each is a
total oi 4 plots)
Subtract as above
62773'+. @)
2+o8+z+7
6ozto6t.7 5
6oc6r75.56
14886.19 (D) (3 degrees
of freedom)
2+o836Et
6rzry.zg
6rcrc6l7g.56
4724'6s Q)
(r5 degrees
of freedom)
(3 degrees
of freedom)
Remainder .
Sum of,squares of 4 treatmeDt
totals .
Divide by 4 (since each is a
total of 4 plots)
Subtract as aboYe
Remainder. 
'
(a)-(I)-(r)-(Q
(l) $ degrees
of freedom)
(6 dcgrees
of freedom)
z4r q87zg
6q7r8r.zg
6oo6t7 5.56
3tcD5'E
zr 56.87
A,alysis oI
Rows .
Columns
TreatEeots
Error
Total
Dagtars oJ
3
3
3
6
Surn oI
Sqlaar.s
r4886.r9
t+724.69
3roo5.69
2156.87
Mad
Squan
4962.06
49o8.23
ro335.23 z: t'6794
35S'48
r5 627?3 44
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. 
The sigaificauce of t-he treatment difterences is here unquestioned,
since the r per cent. value of z for z, : 3 and 4:6'is r.r4ot,
and the value reached, r.6794, erceeds this. The siandard erroi of
a total of {our plots is
lbSS.+8 x +):32,92, or r.55 per cent, of the mean.
It is clear from this standard error, taken in conjunction with the
table of treatment totals given earlier, that the reiult of the experi-
ment may be summarised by salng that there was a significani in-
crease in yield due ro the appliiation of nitrogeneois fertiliser,
whatever the form, but that there were no difierences in action be-
tween the forms of fertiliser, or bctween the times at which these
wrcre applied.
- 
The two experiments selected in this paper are an illustration
of the fact that the Latin square method u;uaIy provides greater
accuracy of comparison (here r.55 per cent. as against 3.25 per cent.
at the lowest). This nethod is in fact the besi wheri tf,e number
of treatments is not too great, e.g, up to six or seyen, and particularly,
where all comparisotrs made are of equal value, as in testin; equivaleDt
quantities of the same fertiliser, or in testing difiereit varieties.
For experiments involving larger numbers oI ireatments, as in all
cases oI the.balanced type illustrated in (r), the randomised bloct
method is suitable, but care should be taken that a suficient degree
of replication is provided Ior.
A brief statrment only^has been given of the methods of laying
out arrd analysing experimlntal trialq and each experiment tr""tei
usually produces points of its own for consideration, while experi-
ments of a more cdmplex nature than those dealt with here can also
be readily carried out. For a more detailed discusion of the pria-
ciples of the method, and of the method of analysis, the fololwing
references should be consulted:-
R. A. Fisher: " Statistical Methods for Research 'Workers.', 1rd edn
^ .r93o, _Chapters VII and VIII. Otlver & Boyd. r5s. "R. A. Fisher: " The ArraDgemeDt oI Field Eioeimints.,' Iotqrul
oI lhc Ministlt of Agr;ct ltulc, Vol. XXXIII. iqz6. oo. <oe-irrR. A. Fisher aDd J. Wishart: ..The Arrangement ci fi"j,i p"*ifirid"t"
and the Statistical Reduction of the Results.,' Imperiil Bureauof Soil Scieuce-Techaical Comrriu-o.ication No. ro.'- ff .frA.--SE-tionery Ofrce, r93o. rs. net,
J. O. Irwin: " Mathematical TheoreEs involved in tbe Analvsis oIVariaoce." 
^ 
Jownit oI thc Royal Stotisril,a,l Sor;ry, Vol. 'XL-IV,
r93r, pp. 284-3oo.
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THE TECHNIQUE OF GRASSLAND
EXPERIMENTS
By Pror. R. G. STAPLEDON
qp, p P/azr Brctdiag Station ,4bcryttuyth
Jl\ r/
Tnr techn{que of grassland experimeots in twenty miautes ! I caa
only be outrageously cclectic, end I thinl it will be best, although
perhaps egotistical, to confine myself to a discussion of the various
methods which we in Wales adopt. It is all a questioo of the {actors
we thiuk important and the factors we wish to studv.
Personally I think the biotic factor is bv {ar the most imPort.nt
one iufuencing grasland. I mean the influencc o{ the grazing
animal on the sward; this, as far as it is legitimate to use the phrase,
is assuredly the Matrzr Factor. How can we'study this factor I
By rigid control of the grazing animal on plots represintirg difierent
t,?es o{ Brasslend. So now I come straiSht away to my tethered
,Li"p; yoo."n tcther bullocks or horses if you have the will and the
room. The point about tethering is you can regulate your grazing
to any intensity you like and you can do so on small ploa-and I
shd.[ have a lot more to say about small plots. It's simply a matter
o{ a rule of three sum and a proper system of moving so as rrot to
starve the sheep otr the plots which are most i[teDsively Srazed.
On these bioticas (a biotica is a piece of ground devoted to a study ot
the biotic factor) of ouls our most intensively grazed Plots carry
the equivalent of 17 sheep Per acre P€r day throughout the grazing
,."roo-. L.t me just incidentally remart, I believe in all field er-
periments of a research nature we should go at each end far beyond
what are deemed by practical men to be economic limits.
A few words on the technique oI managing tethered sheep. We
use the Scandinavian chains-about ro feet long, then bifurcating
into two leogths of z leet eaclg two sheep beirg tcthered together.
The sheep must be moved twice r day-half a length at a time-
or they will graze the periphery of their circle to death. They
must be given water during appreciable pcriods of drought-we
usc ordinary garden saucers. It is desirable that they should be
given shelter when tethered in exposed situations, ,.g. at rooo feet
on the Welsh hills-horv to do this cheaply and eficaciously is a
problem we are still working at; and I am open to suggestions.
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The plots when a chain wide must go with-and not across a hilll
field or the sheep will always camp on the higher grouud and spoil
the olots. For biotic purposes we have trained even two to fout-
veerlold Welsh 
-oortri,'wethers to tolcrate the tether chains-
ior other tethering experiments to be discussed later we use yearling
lambs twelve *oniht old at the commeBcement of the experimeots.
We are investigating six intensities oI grazing on five sharply
contrasting types o,-f gr"island on plots of no lerger than about r/2o
acre.
So far, you will understand, we are simply using- our sheep as
contro ei iefoliating, treading, urinating and excreting machines,
and we are not io the least interested in the sheep qu.a sheep.
The control of the sheep rePresetrts but one asPect 
-of th€se
ecolosical investiqations, the hnal-results are given by the botanical
analiis of the flots-botanical analysis, the bugbear----et least so
people think--of all grassland investigations'
' iEai" it is all a matter of what you want, and generally what
is want"cl is a reliable comparison oi the type and degree of such
difierences as have signficance vit-i-rtit the ultimate welfare of the
animals that are turnid to graze particular fields.
On physiological-nutriiional-and morphological grounds, which
I hav.'nJ time" to discuss, the elements which, broadlv considered
as such, matter in the florr of a sward, and which in the case of
matlv t es of investiqation it is suficient to categorise, are (r)
.lo"ir iolntribotioo; (i) miscellaneous weed contribution; (3) corr-
tribution of beut 
"nd {"4 fine-leaved fescues considered as a unit;fu\ contribution ot Yoikslire fog and (or) soft brome coasidered
ll'" ooit; (5) contribution of that panicular sPecies of so<rlled
valu"ble gr"ii, if any, which may contribute in large 
-amount, say
or., ,o i.r."ot. to th. sward'-i.e. usually perennial rye-8rass'
end 16) contribution of other qrasses considered as a unit' Unless
ooor',1"",*.n,. no matter what it be, has substantially infuenced
ih. 
"diurtmenti as 
between these five or six groups as such-I doubt
if it h'as anv economic significance worth considering and still less
worth taki;p about-it- is only for quite exceprional purposes
that one waits a botanical analysis accurate for all the species as
such to the limits of I or z p.r ciot.-"nd if you do want it I doubt
iI it is ever worth the trouble of gettiog.
Therc is a tremendous food value difierence, thinling in terms
of all-the-year-round qrazing between the fine-leaved fescue-bent
unit and ih" .y.-gt".t-*."dow fescue-cocksfoot unit end a still
greater difierencl b-etween these units and the clover unit, and it is
iie interpl"y of these units that, from the botanical point of view,
prim".ily ,nitter 
"nd which 
can be comparatively accurately estimated'
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In regard to botanical analysis there are two distinctions we always
want to-hold clearly before us. Do we want to know what tle
ration actually ofiering to the animal is day by day and week -by
week, or do we want m comPare the slow ecological changes which
under some series of treatments show themselves on contrasting
plots i In the case of my bioticas I am interested only i!-the ecolo-
gical changes. For thesi purposes I am in tavour of analy-ses made
6y liftiug iepresentative turfs and counting the plants. We usually
liit t"n iorfi pe. plot oI 1/roo acle-or on larger plots per quadrat
' of r/10,, or 1/r* aire. Wi now lift rectan6ular turfs oI size equal
to6ins. x 6ins.or I ft. x r ft.
You can count tillers or you can count plants-il the latter, for
each species you hav" to c"rry a standard for each of what constitutes
, olant-we- are out for comDarative data-and it does not much
mitter what your standard is as long as it is rigidly adhered to. It
is true that iil.t .orot, favour thi multi-tillered species-rough-
stalked meadow-grass for instance. But this docs not in the least
matter-the 
-rn- o, loo^ao who is competent to research on swards
is competent to put the proper interpietation on the data so ob-
tained-and as fai as I see it that is all that data are for.
Your trained and reliable pasture workers-and you can identify
such persons bv their personal technique io the matter of raking up a
horiz6ntal potition on r sward, and in the matter of haudling her-
bage.-are c-ompetent in appropriate connections to disPense with these
hblorious counis and insiJad can estimate iz rirz on the Plots to an
absolutely sufficient degree oI accuracv fol a very large nlmbel oI
practical purposes-anJ practical PurPoses are our aim. Perso"ellF
i always maieled 
"t t."--tast"ts, 
'tn in"-tasters and wool-sorters, while
the B6bby ]ones's and Lindrum's of this world are further proof of
the capabiliiies of the human eye and of humal judgment.. It is all
a mat;r of what you want your data for and the order of difierences
you are deal.ing with.
- 
Now we come to the question of studying the day-bv-day inter-
play of the sward and tle animal, grassland research it e*celt .
Peisonally I do not IiLe unqualified hay data as an aid to formulating
opinions'as to qrasslatrd m"n"gem.ni-such data leave the animal
oirt of the quesiion (and all miadows are grazed), while the growth
of hay coveri only a part of the year-and when precisely is the Sate
shut on a hay field I A most decisive factor this, as infuencing-the
interplay of ipecies-a piece of inlormation which is far too seldom
given in repoits on hay experiments; while, ircidentally, let me re-
mark the influence of gate i\utting can only be investigated critically
by resort to folding or tethering,
' With studies on the day-by-day interplay between the animal
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and his herbage it is again a question of control o{ the animal and of
botanical analysis. Obviously you must control the animal, be-
cause you cannot take reliable samples of what the animal is eating
or to give you pasture yield on fields ordioarily extensively grazed.
True, you can put wire mesh cages over quadrat areas and sample
these on any basis that seems good to you. This method has been
employed in America-we have tried it but thinL our method of
conrolling the animal preferable. In brief our method is to sample
in front of the controlled grazing animal.
The animal can be controlled by tethering and this is the method
we are now using to an ever-increasinpl extent.
At first we used and are still to some exteut using, penned plots
in size varying from r/r, to r/ro acre-plots of the order of r/.0 acre
only being occasionally used. When using plots one to four sheep
are introduced according to the size of the plot and the amouot of
eatables ofiering-2+ to Z2 honrs completes the grazing. Whether
we use plots or tether we usually graze and therefore sample oa a
three weeks' rotation.
To obtaia yield data rve sample within a rectangular mesh equi-
yalent to a square foot on small plots, and a square yard on larger
plots. We take at each graziag ten samples per r/r* acre plot--or
in the case of more exteusive work, five samples to a quadrat of 1/roo
acre. We cut hard to ground level with sheep shears within the
mesh. You must sample by this means after each grazing-this
gives what the animals have left-and sample again before intro-
ducing the animals for $e subsequent grazing. Thus for example
the weight given by the-post-grazing sample taken on 3rst March,
subtracted from the weight giveu by the pre-grazing sample ou
2lst April will give you the feld of herbage produced duriag the
first three weeks of April. Note, firstly, you cut as low as is possiblc
-lower thau the animals graze. Note, secondly, you are sampling,and therefore you are not subjecting your whole plot at each grazing
to drastic mowing machine-wise defoliation; ar,d aote thirdly, yott
are causing your plots to be trodden, urinated and excreted upon.
After the post-grazing sample we spread the droppings.
Ideally it would be nice to give your yield data as oveu-dry
fodder, but owing to limitation of time and facilities we only do this
in the case of very special experiments. Normally we oale what
is tantamount to hay in scrim bags and give our data as air-dry
Iodder. We weigh in a fine dry day aft,ir a run of five dry days.
This is the point-grassland problems are essentially complex
problems, and in order to enunciate helpful dicta relative to the
economic menagement o{ grassland you have got to understand the
interphy of innumerable factors. You have therelore to deal with
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a prodigious number of plots and of samples and you arc usually
deiling with difierences of coosiderable magnitude. The only
thing that Eatters is whether your data ellucidate youl ploblem I
If the answer is in the affirmative you, technique is meeting its case.
Now for botanical analysis again, and this time the analysis of
the ration the animal is eating, We quarter down our samples to
r lb. During the commencement of these researches we actually
separated all these herbage samples-and they have run into thousrnds
into the appropriate catego es ; and it is literally marvellous what
well-trained girl assistants can do in this resPect even with short
pasture herbage.
- Note io passing, please, that not even the best trained girl can
analyse the mince-meet tlTe of herbage delivered by a garden mowing
machine. Now that we have all served a long apprenticeshi5
we of the research stafi and the senior girls are largely adopting
Mr. William Davies' admirable scheme of estimating. You divide
your little r lb. heap of herbage into ten approximately equal heaPs.
You give ten marks to each heap. Then for each heap allocate out
the tin marks between your categories-noting " trace " against
the category represented but not worthy of a marh. Adopting this
means a properly trained person will get a Percentage by weight con-
tributioa for the categories as near as quite Iiterally does not matter
to that obtained by all the laborious separations and weighings.
The people concerned have tested themsel.ves repeatedly' It is
not too much to saf that when we had the courage to adopt the
Estimating Method as part of the regular technique employed at
the Station, by the strote of a pen, as it were, we were able to give
a tremendous impetus to all our endeavours, and I thinL we are
oow definitely at grips with the grassland problem. We have, ia
short, developed a technique based on a method oI controlling the
animal, a m"ihod of sampling and a method of obtaining botanical
data on a very large scale which is making it increasingly possible for
us to study the interplay of the innumerable Iactors involved.
A word as to live weight increase. We are interested in this
because we want to test our pedigree strains and because it is an
importaat aspect of the grassland problem
-To get the best results I am certain you want rigid control of
your anlmals. You may either rotationally glaze oYer small iolds,
or you may tether-both methods are infinitely superior to merely
dividiug ofi large plots of a sufficient size to carq/ a sufficient number
of experimental animals as one extensive unit. Our experience,
and ii now goes oyer three seasons-but mark you, I am only talting
in terms of sheep-is overwhelminglv io favour of tetheriog. Such
is our faith in tethering that we are setting up an experiment this
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year to test rye-grass against cocksfoot that will entail the use offorty-eight pairs of tethered sheep. Here are the advantases of
tethering : (l) you can replicate vour plots sufficiently welJ, I s"hould
imagine, to satisfy Dr. Fisher himself ; (z) your expirimental sheep
will be handled and examined twice a day-they'*iI b" prop"rl'v
looked. after; (3) your grazing will be uniform-soil ine'qu"iitiis
will therefore count less I (4) your carrying capacity of ihriviup
animals will be increased perunit'of 
"r"r, "nd 
ih.rlfor.'y.r. ;;;1.?
of experimental animals per unit of area can be qreatei than under
more ertensive methods. Statistically what a Llessing this is to
those of- us who have to operate on a iimited area of gro"und, or who
are dealing with pedigree strains of grasses oI which seid is necessaril,
limited, or for that matter to all who appreciate the multiple facto'r
aspect of grassland problems.
I would like, in conclusion, ro say rhree words about small plots.I havc said the grassland problem is a complex problem: it is la'rselu
an ecological problem, and although evenrually no doubt *e sl"ilbe able to pack an increasing number of itstub-problems into the
Iaboratory and- the- greenhouse, it will always remain in its wider
and-_more definitely economic aspects a pioblem that will lend
itself to a marled degree to that type of mind which has about it a
considerable streal of the naturaliit-a turn of mind which has an
oltdoor-.rather than a laboratory way of looking at things. I like
the small plot not only because it is in adiunct t-o adeouaie reolicr_
tion.for staristical purposes, but because iimakes you llok at ii as a
whole-makes you concentgte attention upou it-and thus thegreater your number of replications by that-much the deeper aad
more intensive your contempiations. in grassland studies y6u must
collect data, and you want data of a degree and precision ad;quate toyour term of reference; but I believe the problems are solved iust
as much-indeed I am heterodox enouqh to say perhaps *o."jbv
what one notices in the field when co,-llectinq 'the daia as bv th'.
actual yields or other precise-but usually enJ-strg.-resolts irhich
the analysrs ol your data gives you.
II I may detain you oo" mt." minute, I would IiLe to say a
word as to control plots and a word as to lay-out. Ia seeds mixture
work the ideal control-and a most valuable plot_is your ,. no
seeding " ploq and such a plot should, I thia}, aiways U. !.n.rorJr
rntroduced rt necessary as an extra control, For one thins it islikely to tell you from where a bit of your wild white clover hai comelrom, and ir. is the basal plot relative to competition_weeds have
so much to do with it. As to lay-out I would jike to emphasise the
enormous amount that is to be lerrned bv a ,, one issue ,, irperiment
carried over the widest possible area 
"nd th" gre"test porriUf.ii""rriil
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of conditions. For this purpose I like a strip, say a har-ror'r'or two
harrow width, carried right 
- through the middle of a f,eld and il
oossible on and ov"r contLuous fields. Two controls and your treat-
inent-up hill down dale, over every sort of soil. We have quite a
number;f these, our largest being nearly a mile long, in connection
with our worL on the open hills. What, for example, would.not a
basic slas strip rieht acr&s England have taught us, and I would like
to joio ,ip Roiha sted aud Aberystwyth with a single mixture strip'
THE TECHNIQUE OF VARIETY
TRIALS
Bv S. F. ARMSTRONG
Natioral lutitntc oJ .4gticulnral Botaty
I rod.u.cliott
Tnrs is rapidlv becominq an extensive subject, and as our Programme
to-d"v i, ienethy I shal-i confine myself to such points as I feel are
".oeci"llv 
wo-nhy of emphasis. These points are largely the outcome
oi.*o..i"n.. srined by the stafi of the National Institute of Agri-
cultui"l Bot"n"y while ingaged in actual field rials'
-- ih" fi.rt oi.o.ial {or tirise engaged in this work is that they should
realise something of the difficuliies and complexities. of their tash'
We are dealing 
"with living organisms. We are setting out to 
.get
a measure of tf,eir outpotil iclld-itselt the result oI a large varicty
of 
"""to. We are atiempt-ing 
to measure that eYen mole elusive
and unde6nable thirrg-qiatity ; and besides this we have still to
tale into accouht 
-"rr'y oih.t:' crop behaviour poiuts ".which often
to a large degree modify the " crop value " in, farming practice'
Mo."orJ, we"are dealing with " variety trials," that is to.say, with
the .omparison of close$ related plants. Therefore- the difierences
*" 
"r. "ttemptios to measure 
ari not usurlly of a large or obvious
t<ind. For tirese" end other reasonE a well-defined and scientific
technique is essential to success.
In 'v"riety tdals it is necessary thrt we have a suitable 
.standard
of measur.ment bv which we may judge the comparative performance
of any variety as'regards yield,'quality or value- of. produce- The
be,t [nown rieans aiailabli to ,rt i, ro place a similar organism (or
mass o{ organisms) under similar conditions. We 
-employ a. closely
related vaiety as'a standald or control and in this way obtain a
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relative measure of the performance of the test variety. From
begiuning to end of a variety trial it is therefore essential that the
treatment of the control and the test variety shall be identical.
It will be obvious that a given variety cannot be used as a suitable
standard of comparison against any and every yariety of the same
crop, To be suitable a control should mature at nearly the same
time as the varieties tested alongside it. Also it should be a fairly
widely grown variety of good standing either in general or local
agdcultural practice.
I would emphasise a further point. If the information we derive
from variety trials is to be of real value in agricultural practice such
tlials must be carried out in the normal manner of cultivation and
under ordinary farming conditions.
Cboice oJ Land
This requires due care. Some unevenness is sure to erist, but
land should be avoided for variety trials where gross irregularities
occur either in depth, slope, water supply, etc. The more level
and uniform the soil the more likely it is that any difierences ob-
tained between two varieties are real varietal difierences atrd not
due to soil variation, i.a. the results will possess a higher statistical
significance.
It is wdrth while enquiring into the petformance of previous
crops to get an approximate measute oI the uniformity and fertility
of the land. Such knowledge will serve as a guide to the rational
treatment of the experime#al crops. Indeed, all posible available
inlormation about the soil, its previous cropping, manuling, etc.,
should be gathered before laying down trials. It should be ascer-
tained bdorehand that game o! vermin do not erist in such numbers
as to be a real danger to crops. The iand should be ample in area
so that plots mal be at least 20 yards clear of hedges, shade of trees, etc.
Lay-out of friak
On the respective merits of difierent lay-outs I do not feel qualifled
to speak. I shall therefore confine myself to such points as arise
in the proper Eanagement of the lay-outs which are at present
adopted by the National Iustitute of Agricultural Botany. It is
probable that the perlect plot arrangement for variety tdals is ur-
worliable in ordinary practice, and therefore some form of compromise
between the two aspects of the matter must be adopted.
In the Irutitute's ceteal trials ten pairs of comparative strips
are laid dowu for each separate trial. This number is found to be
T
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ample, whilst it does not involve any serious practical dificulty.
The strips are sowa at right angles to the direction of previously formed
furrows and ridges. Dr. Beaven's half-drill-sttip method is em-
ployed for all cereals, a wide 16 coulter steerage drill being used.
The control and variety strips are thus sown side by side in a balanced
manner which mates direct comparison simple. As " interference "
is likely to occur between difierent varieties of cereals a so-called
" interlerence strip " is interpolated between each variety and con-
trol strip. Also as irregular spacing would frequently occur at the
wheel track due to overlap or underlap another " interference strip "
is arrauged for at this point. These " interference strips " are dis-
carded at halvest.
A complete trial occupies half an acre of land, plus margins.
Each comparative strip for weighing is normally 1/.0 oi an acre.
There are ten r/ro acre strips of thc test variety for comparison
with the same number o{ control strips. The rest are discard strips.
It is most important that the spacing of the coulters shall be
accurate and equal on both sides of the drill. Each comparative
strip must be of equal width, otherwise a serious constant error is
introduced. A fat wooden rocl (r inch by 4 inches), with notches
cut to indicate the correct coulter positions, is much better Ior spacing
purposes than a tape measure. This should be used at the beginning
and end of every trial. II any serious " shift " does occur it may
be necessary to measuie across the rows at brailding tirie, or across
the stubbles after harvest, to discover what the average spacing
actually is.
In the case of root crops, a single row is considered as a strip. With
such crops it is possible to place the ten rows in a " scattered " lay-
out over the entire tdal area. The rows are all first correctly marked
out with an empty drill; each row is then numbered and the strains
sown in their respective rows by means of a one-rolv hand drill.
One variety is selected as control. The mean of all the felds is
used for the calculation of the Probable Error and each strain can
, be directly compared wiih another. Normally no interference
stdps are used where only strains of a similar type are grown in one
set of trials. If, however, it is desired to test a large topped strai[
against a small topped one interference rows are introduced, a.g.
in some sugar beet trials.
Grasses and clovers are sown on a scattered lay-out with inter-
vening interference strips, For. these a seed barrorv is used, half the
seed being sown il one direction and half in the opposite direction
to ensure greater uni{ormity,
Each drill strip (or row) receives a distinctive number by which
it can be referred to if special observations are necessary. We dis-
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pense with the ordinary wooden label as far as possible until all
cultivations have been completed. After this tire varieties and
controls are indicated by suitable labels. In all cases, however,
carefully drawn plans are placed in the field notebook and we depend
on these plans rather than on labels ro show the position of the sirips.
Wlen plots are sown by haad (e.g. small cheiker board plots) ii is
possible to de6ne the exact limits of each plot. In lavine iow!
field variety trials it is not practicable to do ihis, o. 
"ven 
dlsir"bl..
The ends of strips are always more or less uneven and ragged owiag
to irreguJar starting of the drill, to inspectiotrs, etc. All strips are
therefore drilled several yards loager thin they are actually re6uired
to be. These ertra lengths at the-ends are ,.Jfrl fo. iorp"ltion', 
"t..,and 
_also_ serve to protect the t al area proper. At iaryest 
-these
surplus_ lengths are removed, leaving the aciual trial area isolated
readl tor cuttlng.
. 
Plans for crop protection form a very irnportant part of the wort
in variety trials. Iodecisive results and .r.n co-pi.t. failures are
frequently due to pests of yarious kinds. No pesi is more serious
in cereal trails thau the common spartow. It i; not an easy matter
to keep these birds entirely ofi the crop, even though 
" 
*rn ir.oo-
stantl.y on the spot. Clock guns are helpful. This year we are
attempting ro meet the difficulty by an additional preciution. We
are surrounding each block of rrials with a strip of an earlier ripeninp
variety in rheiope that rhis may attract ttr.'"tt.niioo ;i,ili;;:
from the actual trial.
I
Rate oJ Seedhg
A full and regular plant should be aimed at. With root crops
extra heayy seedings are used, a6. rz to r4lb. of mangold seed. Tie
plants can be thinned and spaced to any desired distauce.
- 
With cereals the problem of seeding is difierent, as there cannot
be ercess seeding and thinniog out afterwards. The question then
arises-fs it more correct to sow the control and tesi variety seed
in equal numbers or in equal weights per unit area I The Institute
normally follows the method of sowing equal weights for the reason
that in agricultu,ral practice it is the genelal 
"ust6m to sow a givenvolume or weight of seed per acre, Difierent varieties of ireal
grains vary considerably in size and shape----crpecially in oats. There-
lore to even out the seed rate of two varieties (either by number or
weight of seed som) necessitates a special form of drill if the two
varieties are to be sown bv the same implement at the same time.
No English make of drill will do thh. Tire Institute uses 
" 
Czecho-
Slovalian type Inown as " The Melichar,, iu which the cups lre
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expansible. The two halves of the drill are specially made to work
iadependently of each other. The cups on either side may be increased
or reduced in size, so that seeds of widely difierent sizes may be
sown in equal weights or numbers at the same time.
It is of course Decessary to make preliminary tests to discover
the correct setting of the cups, In making such tests it is important
to be sure not only that equal weights oI seed are deliyered on either
side, but also that all the sprouts are fed uniformly thloughout.
Seed Supply
As is well known the size, weight, moisture content, purity and
germination of grain are all influenced by the soil and climatic con-
ditions of the year ol growth, and these points are still further modified
by the condition of hawesting, threshing, cleaning and storage which
they undergo, Ior obtaining accurate compadsons it is therefore
esseqtial that the seed of variety and control shall have been grown
under similar conditions. Soth stocks should be grown ia the same
year in the same locality, and if possible side by side. This is the
iqvariable aim of the National Institute of Agricultural Botany and
it also tales steps to see that the conditions of handling and storage
are identical Irom the time the clops are harvested until the grain
reaches its destination for sowing.
Cultivationt
In order that our results may appiy to actual farm practice
we follow what are considered to be the most approved practices of
the district in which the trial is situated. This applies to the pre-
paration o{ the soil and seed bed, the time of sowing, the seed rate,
distance apart of rows, etc. The same is true ol manuring and all
dubsequent cultiyations,
The essential poiot insisted upon is that throughout, the variety
under test shall receive precisely the same treatment as its control,
and also at the same time. Thus, such operations as ro1ling, applica-
tion of fertilisers, etc., are carried out at right angles to thJ & l
strips, In setting out or singling roots the wort is done in definite
strips across all the varieties. In this way any difierence in type of
work is spread over all strains alike, and also each receiyes attention
alile in point of time. This is a very important matter in yarietF
trials.
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Hatotttilg
For any crop we first decide upon a base line. This is fixed quite
clear from the ragged ends of strips. From the base line the length
of strip to be cut and weighed is measured ofi.
In the case of cereals the strips are cut one at a time, all in the
same direction. Either a reaping machine or a binder is used for
this purpose. If the crop is lodged it may be necessary Ior men to
lift up the crop on each strip previous to cuttiug. It is essential
that the whole oI each strip be cut evenly, aud that no portion of
a neighbouring strip be taken in. If odd straws are missed by the
reaper these are cut ofi by hand and placed in the strip to which
they belong. As each strip is cut the sheaves are tied with stling of
a distirctive colour to indicatc variety, while the strip itsell is labelled
with its proper number.
As soon as possible after cutting, each strip is weighed, and all
the coDtrol produce placed in one stack and the variety in another.
II storms or other circumstances put a stop to operations when either
cuttin& stooking or weighing is in progress the work is always left
ofi at a point where an equal number of comparative strips is com-
pleted.
S*b Weighiag, Tbctbiry
Spring balances are convenient for taling weighrs of the strip
produce. As they are subject to variation they should be tested
frequently. Weighiog cinnot be done in a satisfactory manner
when wiod is strong, or in wet weather. The half-drill strip lay-out
has, however, the great advantage that even if weather conditions
are rather adverse the method of weighing the strips in comparative
pairs gives comparable results. In all cases, as a precaution, the
canvas weighing slings are weighed every half hour, or eve! more
frequently, to fiad if any change in weight is taking place.
Roots are conveniently weighed in baskets holding about roo lb.
Wire baslets are far superior to wicker baskets. The latter soon
collect mud and absorb much water. Roots like sugar beet, to
rvhich soil adheres, must be thoroughly rvashed if yield difierences
are to be cortectly estimated.
In obtaining weights of cereal grains the thresher employed
should be of a simple type which may quickly be cleaned out. The
-tnstitute uses a small thresher manu factured by Messrs, Garvie &
Sons of Aberdeen. It hrs a z-feet drum, and is without screen or
elevator, Separalion of the grain from chafi and debds is efiected
by the use of a fan in conjurction wirh two sieves. The object is
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to secure arl the srain from the straw with the mioimum of breakage'
If the grain is m"uch cut or broken estimations of quality are ren-
dered difficult or impossible.
Sam4lhg oJ Produce
To compare licllt accurately the moisture content of the produce
-uri b. ln'o*o.' Samples for i'moisture content " are takeq at the
same time as the grain'weights and placed in sealed bottles'
Oulit"t is talln into 
"-.count "i well as yield' In 
the case of
vvhit 
"ni barley sufficibntly large samples are drawn 
for milling'
bakine or malting tests. These tests are couducted by experts under
"."rr3u.a .ordiiioor. In the case of oats the 
pcrcentage of husL
ir Jli..min.a. Samples are also drawn for local market valuations
ro be made by competent millers or grain. merchants' 
.
In the case o{ roots the Percentages oI dry matter and sugar are
determined. When samplillg sugar beet whole roots 
-alc taLen;
othe! roots are cored. i'*J dup1i..t" samples, each of fifty..roots
(or cores) are drawn of each strain. Each of the ten rows contrlbutes
1"" 
-o,i to the samples. End roots are excluded, and every zth
,oot is tak"n in such'a manner that the 6fty roots of sample A are
d."*r, l.o^ every Portion oI the trial area, and so also.for.sample
s.- a; 
"t. *tippecl in water-proof 
paper-and packed in tins, and
all samples are deipatched by passenger train the same day ro the
laboratory.
Re c or dixg O bYrv ariottt
It is most important thlt accurate records of crop hehariour be
t.ri 
"i rii staqes' of g.owth. Such records may 
indeed afford the
cl;e to erceDiionallv sood or bad results. Where two varrettes
"i. "pp.*n,ty equaf in" yield and 
quality the possession by one of
ii..'6r 
"" 
.i..li"ot 
"ddirion"l feaiure 
may tum the scale entirely
in its favour. In making such records we judge constantly by com-
oarison with the coltrol. All statements are relative to this standard'
ii ir it.r"tor. essential that all observations be committed to writing
o, ,h, ,o'ot- Mental impressions are feeting things and can only
be accur'ately conveyed by writing them dowu whilst they are clear
and vivid in the mind.
One has constantly to guard against the use of loose or vague
exoressions. For example. ;he stat;ment that " a certain amount of
dir'..r" i, pr.r"n. " givis no definite or comparative information at
all. The following suggestions are made: where counts or m€asure-
ments are possibl"e tilse should be taken, eg' number of PIaDts
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missing in a row I number of " bolters " per row; length of straw in
inches.
Wheu word description is difficult, or lengthy, a simple sletch
may serve far better, c.g. to indicate the shape of a mangold or beet-
root or its relative position in the ground.
When counts o! measurements are out of the question a scale
of points may be usefully employed, e.g. to denote ieverity of rust
attack, amount of lodging, etc.
Care is necessary if weights are to be recorded accurately. The
produce of a strip may require two or several separate weighings.
Each of these weighings is recorded so that the totals may bc in-
dependently checked. Each weight is given in lb. and includes the
bashet or weighing sling. The tare weights are deducted afterwards,
and not at the time of weighing.
Sheaves of cereals and grain are weighed to the nearest half lb.;
straw and roots to the nearest lb. In recording fractional ri,eights
in decimals less than .5 is expressed as the netrest whole number
below it, and.5 or any decimal greater than this is expressed as the
next whole number above it.
Stotclte oJ Rct tt
For the purpose of direct comparison the feld of a variety is
most couveniently given as a percentage of the control. These
percentages are based on dry weight yields. The size of the cal-
culated probable error then indicates whether any difierence may be
considerid as significant or not.
From rhe farmers' standpoint it is also desirable that results of
variety trials should be stated on a comparative finaucial basis. In
any such statement not onl/ yield and quality have to be considered,
but also any factors that appreciably atect the cost of growing, or
marketing,r.g. in sugar beet the size of top, bolting, fangs, ease of
lifting, eic.
'' Cotclutiott
- 
Finally there must be coatb*ity of woth at auy given centre.
Variety trials ale greatl/ influenced by soil, climitJ and season.
Single year's results are of little value by themselves. It is only
after the accumulation of at least three years'results (and ofteo
longer periods) that in{ormation can be published with any real
confidence,
Also in variety trials adequate supervision is essential if all
th€ necessary details of technique are to be properly attended to.
Thoroughness in a few trials is far more litely to produce helpful
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information than lumerous trials conducted under rush conditions'
S*irii.rf methods may serve to interpret results, but they are uo
;;;l;it, ;;;i.ritur"lirrorr. And griat patience, perseverance and
.on,t"'ot ,igi"n." are prime requisites of worlers in this particular
branch oJ investigation.
MULTIPLE SCHEMES OF FIELD
EXPERIMENTS
Bv A. H. LEWIS, A' D. MANSON eNo J' PROCTER
ImPerial Chcmical I utttitt
Ittrodtc tiott
Iusr as repetirion of plots oI the same treatment in a single experi-
ir"ot 
"ddi ro our inflrmation 
in that it enables more precise com-
;.ri-;, ; be m"de betw..n the treatments tested, so rePetition[i l*r.rirn"*t is of value in substautiating conclusions. reached.for a
rir*ii'."p"ri.*, 
"nd 
in testhg the treatmint over a 
'ariety of soil 
and
.iii"ri. '.""ai,i"tt and over m-ore than otre season' It is often found,
ioi .*.rnpt., that the seasondl difierences may be of a quite difierent
".a* ri'.igti*ae from the difterences between treatments 
which
"." "ft"" t.fiti"ay small, while, 
what is more importanr, it,may be
i""J ,r,r, ,rt. ."Jpor,r. io th. t..atments under tist cannot be easily
oredicred. ln some seasons a treatmeDt may show a resPonse i in
iih.r, i, rn." be iueflective or may even depress the yield' Similarly'
variation in'response may be found with variation in kind of soil or
climate.
By 
-oltipl" schemes of experiments is meant merelf a series oI
u*o"irn"nt, tf the same tl?e conducted at a number of difierent
.li.*r. fn. individual iiperim"nts should all be alike in that
thev should contain the same number of tleatments at the same rate
"i Jr"ii."ii"". Thev should also be of the same {orm of experimentald".i'.,1. i.r. thev should all be randomized blocks or Latiu squares
*iiii.i," ,"-. irumber of replicates' Although of the same-form of
"*p.ri*.",tl design, the ,"nio- lay-or,t should 
not 
.be.standa rdised'
It^is essential that the lay-out at each centre should be selected at
random from all the possible lay-outs of the same form of.design'
Whea a scheme of 
"*piti-"ntt sitishes the above 
conditions the data
obtained cau be analysed as a composite.whole. The average efiects
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of the treatments, the difierence between ceutres and the interaction
of treatment and centre and season can be estimated'
It is ouite feasible to conduct a number of experiments of a
frirlv simile character at a number oI centles, and at the base or
,.r"irch Jt"tion, where lacilities are better, to test the same treat-
;;;;-;" 
" 
,nor" pr..ir. basis, e.g. four treatments miSht be tested
in duolicate or triplicate blocks at the outside centres but at the
t"r. jrnor" elaboiate experiment could be conducted'
rgSo E2c?crifiefltt
During the I93o season Imperial Chemical hdustries Ltd' carried
or* ,oib"t oi "multiple schemes, both in the Bdtish Isles ard in
several foreign countries, including Portugal, Egypt and.China'.
-- iir. r.l&n"t started irom 
".rn'"ll b.gioning' Experience gaineddurins tq27-2q showed that absolute cootrol by the experimeuter
"t .uirv 
-i-poi,"nt 
stage of the erperiment was necessary' It was
"1," t.iro.t'th"t t.ndo'rnit.d 
exPeriments involving a numb-er 
-of
i.o1.",o of rrzra plots of about i/oo acrt in atea wete more valuable
Ioi demonstration purPoses than large plots of l/z to t acre, the Latm
souare form of lavooi being particularly suitable for this purpose'
-'-it 
* ,tt" ur" 6f ,rn"ll pioti io.t."ttd t]te accuracy of the experi-
..oir-"oa iowered th.ir cost whilst increasing their demonstrational
valu". Another great advantage in using small plots is that co-oPera-
tion with the Iarmer is facilitated. Large plots mean rnconvenlence
,J fo" of ,i-" to the farmer as his mac-hiniry and help are required
to a considerable exteit, whilst, with small plots, these difficulties are
reduced to a minimum.
The success of multiple schemes, carried out over a large arca,
deoended ,pon centralis"d control, detailed organisation and metic-
,lio, ."r" in the p.rt of the erperimenter, and last, but not least,
if,"- n""a*iff o{ tire farmer. io-operation of farmers was ea-sily
,a*rid *h* ttre nature of the erperiments was explained, 
'nd whetr
it was made clear that they would be absolved, where necessary,.from
"if ",".t l. tfic conduct oi the experiments, 
and that we were alwaT-s
orepared to hire casual labour.
'- ii i, 
"rr"nti"l that 
the experiments be carried out by mer with
a thorough training in the practical side of field experimental work'
ExP*ime t il Bitisb Iict
The experiments carried out on a number of crop-s in the British
Isles in roio involved two {ertiliser treatments and a control' so
,i 
", 
,1" fi 3 Latin square Iorm of lay-out was adopted' Ahhough.
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a single 3 x 3 Latin square is oI relatively little value, since 
_no 
great
reliability can be placed in.the standard error obtaiaed- and, in auy
case, difierences hive to be very large for significance, the results of
a number of 3 x 3 Latin squares can be grouped together and treated
statistically as already explaiued.
Labotr
When the experimenter was assisted by one casual labourer, the
two operations it t.yirlg down the .*p.ii-"n, and applicatioa o[
fertilisirs could be completed oo a cereal, hay or root crop in about
three hours, A cereal or hay trial was easily harvested in one 
-day
by two casual labourers. Four casual labourers could ]ift a trial on
roots io one day. Grading and weighing of Potetoes was carried out
oD the second day.
Cost
The cost o{ all casual labour on any root croP never erceeded
ft to 14. whilst hav and cereal trials could be done for at least half
it"r, ,iorn,. It f'requently occurred, especially with the hay and
cereal trials, that thi larmer offered thJ casual labour and would
not consider any compensation.
f hrtbittg Ceteab
It was necessary to undertate the threshing of cereal trials our-
selves, as it ,oas not considered satisfactory to thresh each s"lall
plot separately with the ordinary farm thresher. A Portable thresher
*ith ai rg-inch drum mount"d on a commercial motor, the thresher
being driven by a 4, h.p. engine, was used lor this purpose. The total
costias about'{4Jo. ' Using tiris machine, the thres-hing and weigh-
ing of the produce from nine plots was easily completed in 
-four
holurs. Thai the outfit gave complete satisfaction will be realised
Irom the fact tbat twetrty-four triali distributed throughout England,
Scotland and Ireland weie threshed in a month. Dudng the thresh-
ing itiaerary in England and the Irish }ree Statc one trial per day
was averaged as the weather was good.
Degree oJ dccurucY
The figures givcn in Table I give an idea of the standard of
"ccuracy obtained. It wil be seen that all the standard erlors aresatisfactory :-
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TABLE I
Value oJ MuhiPle ExPerimertt
To show the value of multiple schemes we may take an example
The example demonstrates the efiect o{ rainfall on the response of
maize to fertilisers and is taken Irom the results of al erperiment
conducted in Portugal in I93o. In Fig. r the distribution of the
centres is shcwn and in Fig. z the results of fertilization are rePre-
sented diagrammaticall),. It will be seen that a response to nitrogen,
as reflected in the yields of grain and straw, was obtained in the wet
areas whilst nitrogen had a depressing efiect on yield iu the dry
areas.
C oncbt.tiotr
In conclusion a plea should be made for an improvement in the
general standard of field experiments. Although a considerable
improvement has been eflected in recent years due to the adoption of
T
Co*rlrty
BRrlrsH
IsLEs
PoRIUGAL
CANADA
^ ,Washed Ii[8$'l_u""t I ,,t toPs I 13
I6'rain
M^ir.ls^b1*
rGrzun
Icrri"
Potatoes
Potatoes
LaJoul. l-
Re?tuetcs I awnse
Res{ltt for
all Centres
Results lor
Indini.d.ltal
Ce fts
r.93
z.18
3'29
503
4'62
1.5q
5ro
_
3x33x33x33x33x33x3
3x33x3
4x44x 44x44x44x4
2)<1
2)(t
3XI
o'52
3'o9
3'12
r'84
r'69
2.26
2'54
r'5r
2'25
2.26
3'68
2'63
r-7
2-1
2.8
C'op Centrcs
St, .dard Error.
Pcrcentage oI Mean
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o
a
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the methods devised at Rothamsted, there is still room for Iurther
i-o.or.gl.n,. The complaint is often made that randomised
"r,J..i-".tt involve a coniiderable amount of time and 
trouble, but
this is more than compensated by the increase in accuracy and hence
in reliability of the results obtained.
The sc("me of over fifty exPedments whi& was carried through
successfullv bv It'[r. Grieve in Portugal during last season undet con-
ditions co'nsiderably more difficult than those experienced. in this
country, gives 
"n 
hdi."tion oI what Eight be accomplished in the
British Isles.
Co-ordination o{ the efiorts of the various county agricultural
bodies, by conducting a series of multiple schemes over the whole
country, would lead to results oI Sreat Practlcal value'
THE TECHNIQUE OF
HORTICULTURAL EXPERIMEN'IIS
Bv T. N. HOBLYN
Eat Mallhg Rctcorch Statiott
Du*rxc the last decade the art of horticultural experiment in the
field has developed with amazing rapidity. Thirty-five years ago,
*t* itl"ting 'r,"rted to make irp"titn"nt, at Woburn,- there 'had
l..n ,o .*p.ii"n.e. ia horticulturil resealch as we'.uqderstand it
to-dav.
Si'nce that time many experiments on {ruit trees have been carried
our. not oolv iq this cluniry and in America on deciduous fruits,
rr.tt 
^, 
,roUlt and pears. bui also on macy troPical and sub-troPical
t..., .uliiirt"d eirlier for their fruit or for some other valuable pro-
duct, such as rubber, cinchona or tea.
Th. 
"r.1, a*o"rirn"rr,arc soon 
found that they were up against
rroble-, ofi"y-out and technique which presented many complica-
iior,. not usuallv associated with agricultural experiments, and rn
consequence , ,ystem of experimeniation has been gradually built
op rolii"h is in some respecis radically difierent from that used in
agriculture.
'Th. fir., and obvious diflerence is in the nature and lorigevity
of the plant. Practically all horticultural Plants are perennials;
and thul an experiment once planoed and planted must stay iz rilr
olten for ten oi fift."n y.rr. before any results begin to appear'
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Such an erperiment inyolvcs the recording of the trec's history
for perhaps thirty or forty yean, a period when all kinds of seasoqs
will be expericnced and during which individual trees are lieble to
damage or accident from any number oI sources, all of which must be
protected against as far as possible, since such an accident as, say, aa
aphis attack may alter the performance of a tree for several yeats.
The second fundamental difference, which is perhaps not so
obvious to the laymaa, is due to the fact that practically none of
the plents grown in horticulture rvill repert themselves euctly iI
raised {rom seed. Methods of vegetative propagation have, it is
true, made possible the standardisation of many Linds oI fruit tree;
thus blec[ currants are produced from cuttiags, and apple trees by
buddiug or grafting a scion ftom the original panent tree on to a
rootstock which has been obtained by layering or stooling..
There are, however, many crops, r.g. coconuts and other mono-
cotlledonous plants, which cannot be reproduced by other than
seminal methods. In other crses, z.q. citrus fruits, or cacao, while
it may be possible to reproduce a given variety by budding or grafting,
the necessary rootstock cannot easily be induced to root by yeget.tive
means and has to be produced from seed.
All this seedliag material erhibits immense variability. Thus
an apple tree on one rootstock may be ten tiqres the size of an other-
wise similar tree on anothe!. Seedling cacao again, as usuelly growu,
is said to " exhibit a raoge of variebility covering all the existing
horticultural va etiei of apples,"
It is therefore essefltial in nearly all horticultural experimelts
(and always where trees are concerned) that observations should be
taken on individual plants.
For example, io a manurial trial on, say, cacao, if plots of trees were
used, thc efiect of the manure might be different upon each tree and
the sum efiect upon the whole plot nothinB rt all.
The moot urgent problem in horticulture is thus the production
of uoiform material. This has to a large erteut been accomplished
for deciduous Iruits, and research work in vegetative propagation
and in breeding is in progress already lor a great many tropical and
sub-tropical crops, However, even when this is accomplished,
owing to the manifold accidents which may occur in the long life
of a tree, it seems probable that records on iadividual trees will
always be necessary,
Sizr of tbe Hrticultural Plot
With the small fruits rhat are grown here, e.g. strawberries,
currants and raspberries, as long as clonal material is available, in-
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dividual plant records are seldom taken I since not ooly is the life
of the plaut shorter, but the difrculties of recording each plant arc
such t"hat it can only be done for a comparatiyely small number.
The value of uniformity trials, however, in which individual bushes
or plants are recorded, cannot be over-estimated when starting
trials on a new crop.
With strawberries, roo plants has been found to be a convenient
sized plot; with black-currants {our bush plots are about the mini-
mum, and generally speaking eight or ten bushes would seem to be
about the best size for variety trials and up to twenty-five bushes for
manudal trials.
The individual tree is always regarded as a plot for all tree fruits.
This may of course entail diftculties in planning and management,
especially since the adoption of modern methods of lay-out, which
involve random distribution. In some cases modifications in design
have had to be made to enable such operations as sprafng, picLing,
etc., to be carried out more easily, and in others, eg. manurial trials,
it has been found necessary to make the plots considerably larger.
In this case, however, whether in each difierendy manured plot the
trees are of several difierent varieties or all the same, individual trce
records must still be taLen.
The pomologist is thus faced with the necessity of recording
minutely the history of a large number of trees for a long period.
The weighing of the crop is undoubtedly the mosr important
record to be considered, but the research worker cannot undentand
the cropping performance o{ his trees unless he has a sound know-
ledge oI their vigour, since, even though the most vigorous tree
does not necessarily produce the most fruit, the two characteristics
are always closely connected. Again, just as the efiect of a fertiliser
may be shown in the straw of a cereal crop and not in tie grain, so
the efiect of a system oI manuring may be shown in the vigour of
a fruit tree or bush, although no efiect on crop is apparent.
The problem therefore arises as to how to record the vigour of
a tree from ycar to year.
Meafllefirntt oJ ligour
Few attempts have been made to record the vigour of small
fruits until recently, when such measures as the cane length and
number of canes to a stool of raspberries, or the spread of striwberry
plants have proved exceedingly valuable.
The recording of the life of a tree begins in the nursery, the
first notes to be taken being records of the size of each rootstock.
Calliper measurements oI diameter are a useful measure o[ size and
sometimes notes are taken on the amount of root growth.
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After the tree is budded and has made its first year,s growth, it
is us ':lly planted in its permanent quarters aad at ihis time records
of height, weight and ginh of stem are taken.
The gith is usually taLen at a fixed height and this marled on
the stem with white paiat so that it can be measured in exactly the
same place in after years.
_- 
After plalllng several difierent vigour records may be taken.
These include: measurements of annual twig growth, girth oI stem,
average height, average spread, and iu some-c-ases leaf"size.
There has been considerable discussion as to which of these re-
cords best represents the vigour of the tree. After the eramiqation
of 
_the _records of very large numbers of tlees at East Malling, the
writer has come to the somewhat reluctant conclusion that noiingle
record can be considered the best; since, though nearly all thise
measures of vigour are positively correlated where the trees are
treated alile, difierences in rootstock, manuring, pruning, etc., are
all liable to upset the relarionship between the difiare;t treeih"r"cterr.
The cropping of the tree also has an efiect upon its vigour. In-
crease in cross-section is generally low in a year of heavy crop, but
the twig growth may not be advcrsely afiected. Again, a heary
crop ma/ weigh down the branches, so as to give a large increase in
spread but an actual decrease iu height.
The research worter therefore has to consider very carefully the
possible results of an experimental treatment belore deciding which
measures of vigour should be recorded.
M ettlrtmefi t oJ Pro&tc tioity
The first measure of productivity of interest to the research
worker is the amount of blossom produced by the tree. This record
is rather laborious to take, but iu manT experiments it is essential
that some information concerning time oI opening, amorint of
blosom, and proportion of blossoms which set fruit ihould be ob-
tained. In seasons when weather cooditions ciuse the failure of
the-,crop, blossom records are the only measure of productivity
available.
At harvest time weight of fruit is the first obvious record. Ir
is-often necessary, howeier, to supplement this by a count of fruit.
Size, colour, quality and cleanliness are orher characters of the fruit
which must generally be recorded at this time.
Othn Rccordt
The above list of records of growth aud fruiting may be regarded
as tnore or less o{ a routiae nature, In addition it is uecessary to
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tale records of other happenings in the life of the tree as oftcn as
possible. The incidencJ of a particular disease or Pest, suckering
irom th" roots, and leef scorch, are some of the occurrenccs which
necd to be recotded from time to time'
Finally there are the Pe$onal notes of the research worler or
his assistants. The small happenings on the Plantation, this or that
accident to a particula! tre-, the throwing out of roots Jrom the
scion, local variations in fertility or dePth of soil, spray iojury, etc.,
should all be carefully noted, tbr thereia lie, not ouly the inspiratiou
for these routine reiords, but also the means of interpreting them
in a{ter years.
Orgaaitation oJ Recotdirg
The taling of routilre records and management on large scale
experiments, wherein the trees or plots are often scattered at-random,
tt."d ,"- careful orsanisation. especiallv wheu unslilled labour has
to b" or!d. The firit essential is the careful demarkation of plots.
Where the individual trees are scattered at random' as has been
noted before, modifications iu design are often DecessalF to make
managetDent possible at all. For erample, in a large scale pruning
trial in pears'recently laid down at East Malliug, nine varieties of
pear are to be pruned in four difierent wap. The complete ran-
iomisation of titese trees would malce oPeratious at pruniug tirne
very difficult and thus the Pruning treatme[ts were arranged more
or'less systematically, theri being two treatments alternately in
each ,o*. Apart from this reservatiou, the thirty-six combinatioas
of variety 
"nd tr..t..nt were arranged in randomised blocks in theordinary way.
Altliorei, these varieties will be fairly distinctive by rhe time
they aie cr-opping, they will none the less have to be very carefully
labelled to avoid errors.
The use oI different colours in plot labelling, etc', may be very
valuable. especiallv where illiterate labour has to be used. For
example in a^ manurial triaI involving the three constituents nitrogen,
pot"sL 
"nd phosphates, all the trees which 
get nitrogen could be
siv.n a..d b"td, potath, a blue baod, and PhosPhates white. It
i pbsible to buy difterent coloured paper bags into which the dit
ferent fertilisers ian be weighed our, an.I thus the difficulry of applica-
tion of manures on randomised plots considerably eased. One worter
abroad marked his plots in this way and gave his native pickers armlets
corresponding to the plot in which thiy were supposed to be picking,
thus mal<ile the task of supervision much easier.
The ne"cessity for guard rows in manurial trials, where larger
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plots are used, may also be turned to advantage in this connection,
for a distinctive variety, or evea atrother speciis of tree altogether,
materialJy hdps to mrrl plot boundaries in large orchar&. -
Ifu uv of Labour Saving Devitt
-- 
Some of the records of vigour and productivity which have been
al'luded to are, to say the least, difrcult to obtain; and often the
use of some labour-saving device may male them posible, where
otherwise they would have to be abandoned.
Annual twig growth is certainly one of the most valuatrle vigour
records, but also the most difficult to record. On older. trees, indied,it can only be taken Ior a few trees, since it may take up to an hour
to measure a single tree. fn rnost cases, therefore, oiher recor&,
which grve an idea of this character, such as weight of pruaings,
number_of shoots, etc., have to be taken instead. - Wherc growih
is actually measured, a considerable saving in time and la6our is
made by the use oI a 6eld telcphone connected to the laboratory,
where the measurements caq be recorded and added up on an adding
machine in one operation.
{ ver-y g9o{ idea of the number of shoots on spur-pruned trees
can be obtained from the number of cuts made in pruning. This
caa be oi5tained very easily by the use of a pair of sicateuri wittr a
counter attached..
At harvest time much labour is saved and many errors avoided,if as_many records as possible can be taken in the field immediately
the fruit is picked ani before it is remoyed from under the trees.
The number of fruits can be counted automaticaUy by means
oI a coutrter attached to a picking bag, so that each fruii is iecorded
as it enters the tag. The fruit is then weighed upon a portable
spriag balance adjusted for the weight of the bag. - -
. 
Gradin-g for size and colour must, of course, be done in the pacliug
shed, and here an ordinary commercial grader can be used.
. San2litry
The taLing of samples in horticuhure probably presents greater
diftcultles than with agricultural crops, since it ii very diftiult to
tate a definite sample from a tree, Thus a single branch will vary
tremendously in size; aud a definite lengrh of tranch measured oiI
ard rccorded- will be a difierent proporti;n of the tree according to
the size of the whole
For this reason sempling with the object of measuring the actual
crop or size of a tree has not as yet progressed very far.
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On the other hand, qualitative characters haye been successfully
sampled in recent years. Thus by sampling the prunings from spur-
pruned trees the weight of wood per unit length has been obtained
and this in combiration with the actual weight of prunings from
individual trees and the measurement of a small number, has given
a good idea of the annual wood growth,
Counts of blossoms and fruits upon measured samples taken at
random have beeu used successfully to determine the percentage set
of fruit; and daily counts of flowers open on similar samples have
been used to determine the time of blossoming.
Agaia, raudom samples have been used to determine size, colour
and such disease records as apple scab.
It is most important to remember, however, that such samples
must be taken directly lrom the tree.i it is very difficult to pick out
a random sample from a box of fruit after it has been picked.
Thc Managemc* of Fruit E*2ctimats
There is one final point which must be included in any discusrion
of technique, and that is the proper procedure_in such operations
as pruningl spraying manuriug and thinning of {ruit, where a large
number of difierent kinds of tree ate prese[t in the same expe ment,
The problem arose recently, Ior example, in a manurial trial wherein
uine different kinds of apple tree are included.
Should all these trees be pruned as the grower would prune
them, to the best advantage, ,.g. the large trees tipped more heavily
than the small, or should the same proportion of wood be removed
from all trees ?
At first sight it would seem that the lormer course would be
the better, since any single method adopted would probably be
best for none I but if that were done what would happen when all
the difierent efiects of the manuring came into play ? The larger
kinds of tree when unmanured might actually require the same
pruning as the smaller kinds when fully manured.
It seems therelore that it is better to treat all kinds of tree as far
as possible ali.ke, whether pruning, spraying or thinniug; and this
is the course generally adopted.
It is not possible to describe in detail all the methods of recordiog
and difficulties with which the pomologist has to contend; but the
erperiences at East Malliug have been described in a paper recently
issued.l However, the best waTs of overcoming the difrculties which
r " Field Experimeots in Horticultule," by T. N. Hobl)'n. Impe al
Bureau of Fruit Production: Techdca,l Com6unication No. z (r93t).
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arise are those which are evolved by the research worket himself and
which suit his own prrticular couditions.
PRACTICAL DETAILS OF EXPERI-
MENTATION ON ORDINARY
COMMERCIAL FARMS
By H. V. GARNER
Rorhamtted Erp*immtal Statin
ExrruuEvrel plots on the commercial farm call for Iabour of an
unusual kind at busy seasons of the year, and there is sometimes
a certain amount o[ difficuJty in inducing farmers to co-operate with
experimenral srarions in field work. Our experience has been rhar
having once accepted an experiment the distu'rbance of f"r- .ooiln.
has proved less rhan might have been expected, and farmers have
been willing to retain experiments for a jeriod of years. This co-
operation is beneficial to both parties; foi the reseaich institute can
test rts lindings ulder difierelt soil and climatic conditions, while
the- famer has rhe advjntage of the only lertiliser experi;;;is
which he can interpret with confidence, nimely those cairied out
on his own soil. Accordingly the aim should be to desien experi
ments which haye sufficient pracrical bearing ro appeal to rie f".rrr"r,
wnr-le.afto provldtng rnlormation on more general questions,
. 
Hitherto most experiments on commircial Iar'ms have been on
slngle or tn some cases on duplicate plots, but more elaborate arranse_
ments involvin_g higher replication are required to bring out sm"alldrfierences. Moreover, the finer poinrs,-if definirelv "established
are well worth the farmer,s notice: Th; p"rro." .i',frir- r1-r., iito describe the methods used in carrying or', 
-oa.--i.ffiri.iexperiments under the ordinary conditioni of .om*"ri.rl f'a.mine.
'l.he work has been done during the last few years by members 3f
rhe Rorhamsted-Stafi. The experimental .*,*i ..*.'" *iJ" .Ji*
up to r50 m es lrom headquarters. lransport has been by train aodhired car and the equipment no more than cin be carried 
"r'r"r.aona.r,tugg:ge. Usually.rwo supervisors have been required.
" 
Co-operation with the Farm Staf._The esseitial for rhe success
of experiments of the kind under c6nsideratio" i, tfr" .i.r"-."_op...-
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tion betweeu the experimenters and the farmer. The nature of
the trial should be fu\ discussed with him, and any modification
which he may suggest should be adopted if found to help the mai"
object in view. The interest and help of the farm foreman is equally
necessary, for the arrangements with regard to labour and equipment
are usually in his hands, and much time can be saved on the farm
if this part of the programme is well looked after. Also it will usually
rest with him to see that the experimental area is properly drilled
and kept {ree from any manures which are to be applied to the rest
of the field.
Cboicc oJ Laad.-The experimental error is largely determined
by soil variition, and great care is necessary in choosing the site for
the experiment. Here agrin the help o{ the farmer and his {orem'an
is essential, for cross-cropped o! cross-manuled areas, wet spots' and
even the sites of old dung hills are not always aPParent to outsiders.
Minor soil variations which exist in every field can also be brought
to the notice of the experimenters. A simple test for limc oYer the
proposed area is a safeguard where sugar beet or clover is to be grown,
ind when an erpcriment is to remain for a series of years a soil analysis
is used as a basis of the choice oI a suitable site.
Pbt Anargemert--Iatin squares involving four, five or six
treatments are the forms preferred lor soils of a rather vadable
character. These are sometimes modified by splitting the plols
to tate in another compadson, thereby doubling the lumber o{
plom without increasing the a!ea, or by interw'eaving the rows oJ
columDs with two varieties of the same crop. If a larger number o{
trettEents thao six are to be investigated as io " balauce " erperi-
ments, randooisQd blocls are used with four replications. The plots
may bq split in this lorm also.
Siz, if Pl4x.-Usually the main plots are r/, to r/uo acre for
both cereals and root crop6, In root crops these are, if necessary,
split into halves, for cereal into quarters (Ior harvesting by the sampling
method). Labour considerations make the total area of more accouut
than the number oI plots, and {or easy handling it shquld not erce€d!/. acre; indeed 
'/1 an acre is large enough if a heavy crop af pots
and tops is lik3ly to be grown. Up to the present, hay plots have
been larger, r/ro to r/ru of atr acre is the usual size.
Mixiry Mawret----The Iarmer should be consulted about the
scale ol dressiags, for his previous treatment of the land, ag, the
appliqaliel of dung, will afect this question. Iertilisers of lnown
analysis are always used aud dressings warked out in terms of N,
PrO. and KrO. When manures can be mixed at home and ta.Len
straight to the field this is desirable, though railway ofrcials and tari
drivers seldom regard 5 cwt. oI rqaoure as passengers' luggage. The
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alternadve is to send the manures in bult to the {arm well ahead of
sowing-tirpe and weigh, mix, bag and label on the larm. A portable
spring bahnce reading zo lb. by ounces is quite satisfactory for this
work. The calipg of maaures on storqge ienders the dipatc[ of
ready mi:ed.ma.nures_ by goo& train rath--er risky, bur it is lioped to
oYercome this dificulty iq future.
. !.ayixg-o-ut of Pl*.-The experimental equipment consists of
chain, crossheld, sighting posts, pegs and string. ' plots are set out
square, 
.wilh their length perallel to the line ol drilling. pegs arepu! iu all-rolnd the outside found4ry and the whole slruig aloq-g and
across to define the individual plots for manqre sowing.
,. Sowittg M aturet.-After checking- the b"gs on ihe plots-a verF
n_ecess4ry pregaqtion-the sowing is done by haad. Faim hands db
this job quite we[.] if the nsture o{ the'worl is erplained. The
stringing rcnders the chance of mistakes very small, 
"nd thu ,oper-visors can usually Iend a hand with the worl.
Locqtbq tbe_ Plo*.--Two of the comers oI the experimental bloct
are peymanently fixed by driving in at each of thim a stout pFt
level with the ground. The distance from these sunl peqs 1q 5ugi
staptial posts in the field boundary is ascertained. As'a-safeguard
against the Ioss oI these posts, measurements are talen which i'nable
them ro be picked up from pelmanent land-marl<s Gatepostsr trees,etc.). In rootcrops counting rhe rows from a defiiite'poini is an
aid to picking up lhe experimental area. On leaving the e*perimentlt is necessary to define the corners with conspicuous posts-in order
to_ avoid the area being 
^run 
over by rhe farmer's own manures.
The subsequent operationl ort the experimental area are now carri.ed
out exactly as the rest of the field 
"nd its presen." is no hindranceto the farm.
Field Obrrvatiols.-A detailed plan of the experiment is sent
to the farmer and his notes and commints on the actio; of the manqres
are of great value. Special ohseryations may require a virit from
neaoquarters,
Haroat.-Mo.re 
.bLdp is required from the farm at this st{ge thapat any orher. A few days' notice of the approach of haiesg is
necessary-in order to enable the plots to be separated froq the rest
of the field and also separated from iach othei. Swedes and susar
treet are separared by strings, and rhe farm stafi allowed to puU alndtop them on the plors. Here again little supervision i, n'ecess".y
when the job is understood. Pouto flots are-sgparated by digging
3-foot lanes across the rowr aqd one iicker for eich plot ito"i'it 
"frontage is_ made.rcsponsible for the pot"to"s sp,rn oJ ploughel out
in his area (defired by stales). If potatoes are haud dug idyitringing
across the rows is necessary, potitoes are sacted up ia riuign"j oo
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a corn scale. Beet and swedes are weighed in a pignet on a triPod
roushlv constructed on the farm, using a zoo lb. sPring bahnce'
b.i.rl, 
".. 
harvested by the sampling method, which is, tht
subiect of a Daper by Mr. Watson. Hay is iut by the farm methods
when r/," ."i. olott'"t. used and separated on the ground by strings'
It is m!d'. and'cocled by hand on the plots and weighed as described
for sugar beet.
Simoli s,-.Soil samples are taken lrom the unmauured plots in
..r. 
"r'.1"t'i."1 work 
,eims desirable from the yield data' Sugar
beet is sampled for sugar, and hay for dry matter, every plot being
treated indipendently. This is quite an appreciable addition to the
labour of hawesting-
Laborr Couidnlatioar.-The amount of work entailed by re-
olicated experiments is regarded as a sedous matter not only by
i.r*.r, boi also by man/ experimenters. The operations- on.the
erperiments carried oot in thi last few years have been timed in
orier to obtain a rough idea of the labour involved. The data are
only to be taken as a vi-ry rough guide, for weather and crop conditions
give .ise to big variations. Siace an experiment is seldom less thanjz plots, tim"-s have been worked out -on this basis.- The figures
iefei to time spent actually on the oPerations' An allow-ance must
be made for the'nec"ssary pi"p"rations for starting and for clearing up'
AVERAGE TIMES REQUIRED FOR AN EXPERIMENT OF
3z PLOTS
Mix manures
Malk out plots
Apply Manure
Locate Plots
Hay Hart)est-
Weigh out of cock,
and sample
Ccleal Hdroesl-
Sample barley
Potato Halvesl-
Sack on plots;
plough and 8
pickers
Sack on plots; 6{orks and 9
pickers
Weigh sacks o D
plots
S gdr Beet Hot@st-
Weigh roots and
tops aDd sample
oD plots
'LtJ L' ecre'
2 metr r l hours Plots r/5e-r/roo acre2,, rl ,,
2,,2,,
.,,*,,
4 ,, s ,, ,, r/.r acre
2 ,, 6 ,, ,, ',l^" ,,
8,,
2L ,,
3,,
(^
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Stardard, Enor obtoined.--:fhe feature of replicated experiments
is the reduction of experimental error and its valid estimation. It
may be of interest to summarise the magnitude of the significant
difiereuces between treatments as found in recent erperiments on
the above lines. By the usual convention a significant difierence is
one exceeding three times the standard error. The figures are as
follows :-
}IAGNITUDE OF A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE (3 TI}IES THE
STANDARD ERROR) BETWEEN TREATMENTS IN RECENT
REPLICATED EXPERIMENT ON ORDINARY FARMS.
Hay 
'
s"rt.r I^GId"
't)lraw
Swedes
Nat rbar oJ
Ez?ci .n s
II
3
3
2
Allrorinat
Sigaificat<t Diffcrcttcc. cash oalr.c of
Cd. Pcr Paf c.n!. of tha Sig',ifcarlAcrc Madn YiaA Dffircttct
3'8 t3.7 6s. 6d.2.9 t8'8 206.
2.5 15.7 3s.23 8.o r7s. fi.
20 12.r 4OS.2, 13.2 8s.
20 8.3 8os.
s,s* b"*{ffiS 2Potatoes ro
r By samplirg methods.
It is sometimes urged against replicated experiments that they are
needlessly complicated for ordinary purposes, though they may re-
veal points of academic interest. The cash value of the above de-
tectable difierence are ill most cases quite considerable and represent
returns which would cover any reasonable expenditure on manules.
The technique is certainly not too precise for ordinary purposes,
and it is doubtful whether a cruder one could give results that could
not be obrained equally *ell by observation.
Scoge oJ tbc wo*.-With the limited stafi available the amouot
of wort which can be undertaken is small, the chief difrculty being
its seasonal characte! and the fact that the farms are widely scattered.
To obtain information 
.over a wider area suitable schemes having
a common basis and involving the co-operation of workers at other
centr$ are required. A beginning has been made in this direction,
but much remaias to be done before the soil types of England will
have been carefully exaniined in their responses to manurial treat-
ment.
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METHODS OF ESTIMATION OF CROP
GROWTH AND YIELD
Bv D. J. WATSON
Rotb am t tc d E rptr imattal S t a tioa
Fruo experiments are usually laid down as yield trials, in which
often the only recorded results are the final weights of produce
obtained from the difierently treated plots. Such resulti are of
cou$e of great yalue in determining agricultural practice, but thei!
scientific yalue is much increased if it is possibli to interpret the
differential effects of treatmeot in terms of physiology. ThJ analysis
of leld in terms of physiological processes in the plant presents
manl dimculties, because of the large number and the complexity
of the variable factors inside the plant and in the soil and ilimate
which are involved-
Some inlormation can be obtained by careful visual observation
of the crop throughout the growing period. In this way difierences
in the amount of growrh, {or example, or the incideDce of discase
may be detected, but it is always difficult to make nume cal estimates
of such observed difierences, and any estimates made are apt to be
unreliable, depeuding as they do on the experience and preconceptiots
of the observer. It is obvious that if an attempt at an anal;tis of
yield is to be made, direct measurements throughout the growth of
the crop are esential. To begia with, we may examine the simpler
aspects of growth, such as growth in height, growth oI leaf arei or
tillering. Thjs is a comparativelv simple matter, but the problem
becomes much more difficult if we attempt to push ttre aoalysis a
stage further, by investigating the fundamenral processes in the
plant of which growth is the expression. At the present time there
is a scarcity o{ methods of measurement of these physiological pro-
cesses, which are at the same time reasonablT accuraie aud sufficiently
simple and quick to be employed in field work, and which do noi
involve destruction or darnage to part of the crop.
Whatever aspects of the growth of a crop ia a field-experiment
we may wish to study a further problem presents itself. Because of
the very large numtier of plants on an experimental plot, it is only
possible to make measurements ou a small fraction of ihe whole, and
a sample must be selected from the plot for this purpose. Since
there is- usually-a hJgh variability between the plants, thi validity of
condusions derived from measurements made on a sample, depend
on whether the sample is reallv representative of the plot from which
5+
nl\
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it is taten or not. A reliable sampling method is therefore essential
for feld study of growth and physiotgy.
Recently at Rothamsted , new techliqo. of samplins has been
evolved by Mr. Clapham,r io which use i, m.d. od th"',t"tirii.rl
met-hod o{" the Analysis of Variance. This sampling t..hniqu. *r,
fl-rst used tor maktng growth measurements, but it has been shown
that it could be adapted for estimaring the yield of a plot with sui-
hctent accuracl. lts use for this purpose has b.en moit fully worked
ou-t for cereal crops, but it also has bein applied, perhaps l.r;,r;;;r;_{ully., to root crops. 
- 
l-t uill be simplest ,o air.rl, n"i ,t. p;n.ipi.,
rnvolvecl rn the technique as applied to the estimation oi yield ot
cereals-
, 
A Cr* sampling method must satisfy two requirements. first,
the sample must be sufficiently large and so distributed in the plot
as to be represetrtative of the whole plot. Secondlv. and mor. i-i.,r_
tant, the sampling must be carried out in such 
" 
*"v 
", 
,o 
-r["-"statisticall/ valid estimate oI the error introduced'in t"[i;; ;h"
sample possible. Unless such an estimate of .rro, ."n t.'--"a"" iirl
validity of the conclusions drawn from the observations on th" rrl"i"
remains in doubt, and also it is not possible to irr"riig.i. iir"-."rl.,
of the sampling error, and then by iuitably ,""rr"ogiil ,h; 
-.,h;iof 
.sampling to reduce tJre sampling erior. A ,i"tirti."ltv 
"rllaesttmate or erro! can be made only if the sample from a plot consists
of a- number of parts, or samplirlg units, ;-r{t.h ; arlJiriJ'"i
random in- the plot, that is to say, if the sampling units are a
raudom selection froln a large p6pulation of ,iu.t'ottr. Ota.i
methods of sampliug, as for example-, those used by Engledow., andby American worters r, . have involved 
" 
,;,rt.-"ii. diitribution of
the partsof the semple over the plot, and though . rr*.-"ii. 
".r"o.._ment reduces t-he labour involved in sampling, it i, open to ih"
objection that no valid estimate of.rror."n b""'obt"in.d'.
- 
Clapham took.as his sampling-unit a metre_length oi drill ,o*.lrom a-plot of-about r/,oth of an acre he cut th'irtv such metre_lengths,'which rjvere distributed at random. The vi;ld of er.h .,f
these metre-lergths was determined separately. ff,J,ri,.f i"""*,
of the deyiations of the felds of ea.li metr"Jcngtl f.rrn in.'-e.i
y-rcld. per metreJetrgth-, dividcd by the number of iegrees of freedom.
wnrch rs dne less than the number of metre_lensths. and bv the nury,b.i
of metre-lengths, gives the variance due to srinpiing, 
",ia ,fr" ror"i"root of tbis variance is, the sampling 
"rro. 
p..'ploi. fh. r".'piine
errorworkecl out at about 6 per cent., and indicated that for ai
equal number of sampling units raken from a plot of r/no acre, the
usual sue ol the cxpcrimenral plots at Rothamsted. the samplino
error would be qot more tha! 5 per cent. The staldard errir o?
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plots of this size due to causes othe! than sampling is usually from
8 to ro per cent,, and the superposition of a further error of 5 per cent.
would increase this only to from 9 to rr per cent., so that the in-
creased inaccuracy due to sampling was satisfactorily small. The
yield o{ the whole plot was calculated from the mean yield of a
metre-length, by multiplying it by the total length of drill row,
which is easily calculated from the area of the plot and thc distance
between drill-rows.
Seyeral refinements havc been made in this original simple
technique. The sample can be made more representative of the
whole plot, by dividing the plot into a number of parts from each
oI which the same number of randomly distributed sampling units
is taken. The procedure has the additional merit that the total
variation between metre-lengths can be analysed iato a portion
representiDg difierences between the mean yields of the parts of
the plot and a portion representing difierences between metre-lengths
within the same part. The former portion of the variation may
fairly be eliminated as due to difierences in mean fertility betweeo
the parts of the plot, and consequently the sampling error calculated
from the remaining variance is reduced.
The metre-length proved in some conditions to be too coarse
a unit. This was shown by dividing the Eetre-lengths into halves,
and harvesting each half separately. When this was done it was
sometimes found that there was a significant corlelation between the
yields of the two halyes of metre-lengths, That is to say, successive
half-metres of drill-row wele more alile than randomly distdbuted
'half-metres, and a giyen uumber oI randomly placed metre-lengths
was a less representative sample of the plot than twice the number of
randomly placed half-metres. Doubling the number of randomly
placed sampling units would of course increase the labour of sampling.
A better solution of the difficulty was lound by using a dissected
metre-length of drill row. Vadous methods of dissection haye been
used. In one arrangement the metre was divided into quarters each
of which was separated from its neighbour by hal{ a metre of un-
sampled corn. In another the metre was divided into halves, which
were taLen from adjacent drill rows. With either of these arrange.
ments the correlation between sepalate parts of the metre disappeared.
A half-metre length of drill row is then a satisfactory uoit for sampling
a cereal crop, and it may be profrtable in some cases to use a quarter-
metre, Smaller units than this would be impracticable, as Professor
Engledow'? has pointed out, owing to the increased importance of
end errors. American workers haye used the rod-row (5i yardt
and the square yard as units, but these are much too large.
The general principles iavolved in Clapham's sampling technique
may thelefore be stated thus :-
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The sa-mgh on which an estimate of yield of the plot is based
consists of. the aggregate of a number of'unplitrg rr;r1, *ti.t-"."
orsrnbuted at random over the plot. 
.The umpliry urit itself maybe divided into a number of uaii, whic\ *" *rir!!a'.yr,i_"ii."iry
within rhe 
.sampling _u,nit. The particularuyr,.ur'",i. 'r;'r.*;;;;,
adopted ts determined by two consideratlons. A good 
"r."ni.."ottends to. make rhe sampling-units themselves repiesentative"of theplot, and therefore lile one another, 
. 
thereby reducing the sampling
error... Also 
_the arrengement must be such 
", 
," r"?r." rr-il, 
",posslble the labour oi samolins-
, 
The estim-a-te of s"mpliog "".ror is derived from the variation
::t]::ln samlting units, and. in order that an estimate of error mayDe made, at lea,st two sampling units must be talen per plor. The
srze ol thesamplitrg error is infuenced by the number and <iistriburion
of units within the samplins unit.
The accuracy of th" esim"t" of sampling error depends on the
number of degrees of freedom on which ii is based, thai is to say onthe number of sampling units. For assessing the yield of a sineleplot-rt rs. thereJore necessary to take a fairly.large number of samplirg
. 
unrtq dependtng on the size and uniformity of the plot, but^oro_
oably not less than teB would need to be taken. Wien, ho*euer,
a large- number of plots, such as form a 
-oa.r" ,.rf i*ilj'lr""r;
meat, is being sampled, each plot can be 
-"a. ..o'"irlUri. iotii.estmate ot sampliDg error, if it can be asstmed that the variatiou
rrom sample to sam_ple is of the same order on difierent plots. There
rs conslderabte evidence Io justify this for plots which'are manured
L:ro-to,,",7 agncultural rates, but it would not be true for a verywrde range ol manuring such as is often given in pot experimeu.ti.lI the assumpuon-can be made, the number of sampling units oe.plot may be cut down,- often to as low as two p", plotl Th.rl i.rner.one clegree ot treedom per plot for estimation of iamolins err.rl"
and if there are r plots, thi sampling error for the ,f.i! ,1i."'-lgetner ls based on z degrees of freedom. Since , *.ould nor usuallyDe less thrn 16, and often considerably more, a sufficiently accuratl
estimate of error is obteined.
. .lf the number- of sampling units per plot is reduced in this wavlt is Decessary to increase the numbei of 'units in ,h. ,"fi[il;;11
::::TI!_:h: pl:, eftectively. For example, in a 4 x 4 Lltiniquareerpenment on.barley, four sampling urits were iut fiom each,plotor'/roracre, eachconsrsnng of ten half_metre lengths of drill arraneedaccordrng to a slmple systematic scheme. A considerable savinp-oflaoour.rs obtarned by using a small number of larqe sampline u;its_
srnce the Dumber of random nlacings is reduced, a.-nd thJ nuirber oithreshings and weighings i, 
"ir. ,1.1r;;..d---i;ffiil;H;t";
T
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determine the vietd of each unit oI the sampling unit separately'
""i"rr ii-rt ll".a to test whether 
the systemati' arrangemeot of
units within the s:mpliog unit is a satisfactory one,'
The size oi s"*pl" to be taLen 
-from " P]ot, tltP:"d-1,:1-, 
tl'
croo and on the accuracv required' It can only-be determrueo,Dy
iiil, ..#t-""i--ioi ."t.itt it has been found in a considerable
;;b., &'i;*"b ;"i".,*plt of 20 to 30 metreJengths Per PIot of
"u"*-ii* "ii" i, ,um.i."ity larg", "nJ gives 
a sampling error 
,of
S"a*".o i"nd 6 p.r cent., which causes an increase of between I and 2
;;; ;: t; rhJ experimental error Per plot, by which reatments
are comDared.
"'" ii.'i..rrtir". has been applied to the estieation of yield of a
"-;;;;;.; h single 
plant *rs t"k"n as the unit' Two sampling
I"i,t'*.tJ-irt"t it-"il.1.1 ptot, each consistirg o[ every twentieth
olant in the rows of the plot, starting at a PIaDt selected at. ranootn
i.o- 
"rnon*, 
the 6rst rwenty plants' Thus each samPllng unrt
*"r'altrtiU.%a ."". th. *holt ilot and ir itself representative of
;; ;;1;;i;;. 
-thi, i, 
" 
good'cxample or the wav. in which. the
advantases of a systematic arraugement in the savlng. oi labour
.an be Jombined with the element of randomness whrch rs necessary
for a valid estimation of error'
'"' il;;"i;;;tih" .ffitit"tv ol a sampling method.is made bv
-rn*tir"}," 
";.1a,-oiii",.a 
6y s"mptiog wiitt the.yields obtaioed
ir"rlr*.t".ri,- itJ weig4ring thc whold produce oi the plnts' , This
hls been doie in 
" 
numbei oI experiments-'6 and it was lound thrt
iiiir" ir]".*r,i"" was lost by t"-pliog, and the results obtained by
the two methods were substantially the same'
We rnay turn to the use of the. sampling technique lo' ^Tng
observations and measuretnents during tire growth of a crop . Jhe
"r...llt. } i.t.ir"g , ,"-pl" fot tf,it puipos" is precisely similario th"t u,.d in sampling for yield' But since countiag and makrng
;";J;";;,;-;;i'" it""t,'i" a sampling- ulit takes verv. much
Ionser rhan merely cutiing out the unit and tyi-og it uP' as rs.dotrei;'1;;1t"" f- ield, it 'is usually necessary to reduce ,the size of
the sairple" consider"bll. Alternatively ir a large rePlicat€d ex-
".rl^""I LU"* *"" bl cut do"n by sempling {rom only 
a selected
i;; ;;-;;;,"". rnit leads usuallv- to ia increased and less
,ccuretelv deiermined standard error for treattnent comPansons'
;t.* ;i;;.-b;;;id.gr"", of {t"'doro on which it is based is reduced'
ii'i. 
"i"Ur[i" "*f"rabie therelore in most cases to 
reduce the number
;; t.'^;lilg';i,t taken Irom each plot rather than to reduce the
number of plots samPled.
---il;;;'il 
,*'ot th. sample, of course, leads to ao 
.increased
s"mpling erior, and a loss ol accuracy' But siqce the samplng error
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can always be calculated, and the significance oI the results obtained
from the samples determiaed, there is no danger of drawing un-
warraoted condusions. In some recent counts of plant number
and tiller number on the plots of a wheat experiment, where the crop
was not abnormally uniform, 3 me{e-lengths of drill row w"re counted
in each plot of r/ru acre. The sampling error per plot was just under
12 per ceot., but highly sigaifrcant difierences were {ound for the
difterently treated plots. There were 48 plots in the erperiment,
so thlt in ell r44 metre-lengths were sampled, from an arei oI about
one acre. Although this is small compared with the size of samplc
taken for estimation of yield, it represents a larger sample than has
often been used iu studies of crop development. Engledow,2 for
example, in his " Census oI an acre of corn," took roo foot'-lengtbs
of drill from an area of one acre, and concluded that this wis a
sufrciently representative sample.
The procedure of sampling in the field is very simple. A list
of random placings for the sampling units is prepared beforehand.
Usually each placing is fixed by tqo numbers, the first being the
number of rows along one side of the plot, and the second the
number of paces into the plot. After the numbers have been selected
they are arranged in such an order that in observing successive
sampling units the observer moves steadily over the plot, from one
side to the other, and the amount of trampling is thus ieduced. The
sampling unit is measured out b/ means of a rod, in the case of a
cereal crop, which is placed along the drill-row. Ii'the sampling unit
is a small one, a dissecte{,rnetre-length, for example, it can be fixed
by one placing of the rneasuring rod, but if a more complex samp-
ling unit is used, a number of placings are necessary, following a sysG-
matic distribution {rom the randorrlf determined starthg point. In
sampling for yield, each sampling uoit is cut out by mJans of large
scissors or shears, and tied up and labelled with the number of the
plot. The ears are prorected by enclosing'thsm in a paper-bag,
which is'pcrforared with holes, which are small enough io-prevent
the grains passing through them, ia order that the ears may be ade-
quately ventihted and the growth of moulds prevented. 'When ell
the sampling units have been taken from a plot, they are tied up
together and brought back to the laboratory; where they are storea
uotil it is convenient to weigh and thresh them.
The advantages which the sampling method gives may be sum-
marised as follows :-
_ 
Many of the errors which are involved in large scale harvesting
of cereals are avoided by sampling, as for example, losses of grain in
the stook and in the stack. Inaccuracies due io weighing oi weeds
as straw are eliminated. Edge-rows can be discarded wirhoqt
I
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the necessity oI cutting them out. The bulked produce of the
independently located sampling units form an excellent sample for
chemical analysis. Smaller plots can be dealt with by the sampling
method than byordinaryfarm methods, and this is of great iuportance,
since for a given experiment3l area, greater replication can be ob-
tained by reducing the size of plot, and the accuracy of the experi-
ment so increased. Where large scale machinery suitable lor dealing
with small experimental plots is not available, the sampling method
may be used, and the problem of harvesting complex field experi-
meDts at farms some distance from the organising centre can be
solved. Finally, since sampling in some form is necessary for the
study of crop growth and development, a statisticalll sound method
of sampling is indispensable.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF FIELD
EXPERIMENTS
' Bv T. I{. J. CARROLL
InPtrial Chcnid l*dutriet
Durrlrc the last few years the number of artificial fertilise+s placed
oo the market has considerably increased. In particular Imperial
Chemical Industries has placed belore the. farmer a number ol
concentrated fertilisers such as have not previously been available
in this country.
It is of the greatest importance to the fertiliser industry that it
should Inow as accurately as possible the value of its products,
Numerous institutions and agricultural Etatioqs in this country
are engaged in establishing the. general value of fertilisers. There
are some, however, who do not caie to include the new concentrated
fertilisers in their programme of work because they were made by
one commercial firm.
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Since, however, it is essential that the manulacturers must havc
as accurete an estimate as possible of the value of the fertilisers they
ofier to the farmer it is obvious that they should encourage such
institutes to experiment fth tertilisers, either by providing grants
of money or in other ways. But this is not sufficient, The methods
by which fertiliser expedments are carried out by such bodies must
be carefully examined, and the results scruti[ised so as to be able
to judge to what extent these official experiments supply the fertiliser
makers with reliable material for judging and for proving the im-
portance of their products.
So far as one is able to.judge from the published results of ex-
perimeats by many agriculturrl stations rhe fertiliser industry is
not being materially helped in its search for knowledge oI the efiects
of its products. For instance publ.ished reports seldom state the
number of replications used, the method of lay-out is rarely stated,
and the degree of significadce of the results is not stated- More-
over, information essential to the proper understanding of the trial,
such as previous manurial treatment of the ground, previous cropping,
etc., is usually ornitted. More important still the economic iipeit
oI the situation receives qo attention as a rule, although a profitible
return on money expended on fertilisers is almost invariably the sole
reasol for using them, and the real value of a fertiliser lies, not in
increased yields so much as in the amount of profit which its ap-
plication provides to the user.
Reliable investigatious into the efiects of fertilisers which may
be expected uodeq,normal farming conditions are only posible by
means of tests with fertilisers carried out on a large scale. Such
tests should be carried out on a uniform plan, all the treatments
should be replicated a sufrcient number of times to allow of the
results being statistically examined, and the tdals should be so dis-
tributed that the efiects of varying weather conditions can be studied.
The cuhivation rreatment of all the plots should of course be
identical, and at each ceutre each operaiion should cover all the
plots on the same day. The seed used at all the centres should, so
Iar as- posible, be the same, and the same methods of harvesting
should be followed.
- 
The object of such a mulriple scheme of experiments should
be to obtain an eract knowled[e of the efficieniy oI the various
fertilisers which contaiu one or more of the threi principal plaut
foods. That is to say, one should be able to ascertain for thi country
as a whole the efiects of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and porash whicL
Ihe farmer can count on getting in a normal season. At the same
time it, should be possible to find what combination oI plant foods,
and what quandties of them provide, the most profiablz rcwlt.
I
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The erperiments should also be designed to ascertain the most
favourable time of application.
Unfortunately we are still far from this ideal state of afiairs'
Although thousands of so-called {ertiliser erperiments. have been
carried out in this country we have scarcely vet begun to collect
reliable information in a scientiic way, The farmer is not alto-
gether to blame for oot taling the results of previous fertiliser er-
periments into account when planning his {ertiliser Programme.
He realises, better than we imagiue, the limitations of the ordhtary
fertiliser trial.
If we are to arrive at certain and exact results we must be able
to put a value on all those lactors which i'ufluence the yield, including
the oue which is the object of the investigation, nauely the fertiliser
effect. The factor which it appears impossible at present to assess
is the influence of the weather. The weather sometimes fayouls
the plant aod sometimes hinders it. It is not so much the
weather ove! the whole season as the particular climatic conditions
at critical stages irf the plant's life. Weather conditions, therefore,
being frequently the factor with the greatest influence on the harvest
also determiqe the efficiency of the fertiliser in au important way,[or instance, the fluctuatioff in the eficiency o{ fertilisers caused
directly by weather conditions may be so considerable that, on the
same site, the efrciency of I lb. oI nitrogea during three suc-
cessive years mry y^ty between zo, rz and z8 lb. of graio, It is
evident that iI the farmer intended profiting from the results of
such a trial {or one year only, he would arrive at false conclusions
regarding the aoeaag? fertilising efficiency o{ the mate al tested. As
most of the published results of trials carried out in this countly
are due to denonstrations of one year only, the majority of farmers
are right in rejecting these results as a basis of their future fertilising
plans.
How then can we ma.ke the results of our {ertiliser trials more
exact so as to provide the farmer with a more reliable guide for his
scheme of fertilising i We must 6nt of all ascettti the aoctagc
efiect of the weerher over a more or less extended period of yean.
This could be done by carrying out the experiment at the same place
over several years, but such period would have to be rt least five
years and probably ten. But for propaganda purposes the fertiliser
industry requires to be rapidly informed of the value oI its products,
and even five years is a long time to wait.
The alternative method is to have the largest possible uumber oI
tdals in regions where the soil type is fairly uniform and cultivation
methods similar. Weather conditions would generally vary in
difterent districts of such regions, and the influence of the weather
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might be ascertained over one or two yea$ by combining the results
of such regional trials. The accuracy o{ such estimation will be
all the greater iI thi number of trials is large and if the weather con-
ditions vary to a considerable degree in the various districts of the
region under consideratioa.
To sum up one rnay sa). that the toutine methods of trials as at
present largely practised do not meet our modern demands for
iccuracy. A search should be made for regions where the agrkul-
tural and climatt conditions are practically the same. In such regions
a large number of experiments should be organised according to the
:ame method. Only iu this way can the real efficiency of fertilisers
be ascertained. This is specially obvious when we are considering
the eftects of one particular plant food applied in difierent forms or
at difierent times, where the efiects may difier only to a very small
degree and where the infuence of th€ we.ther may be many times
greater than such small difierences due specifically m the fertiliser'
It is obvious that slch a scheme of fertiliser experiments should
be very carefully organised and carried out.with meticulous cate.
This, however, is not impossiNe in practice, given r suitable stafi of
qualified worLers. The number of agricultural iostitutes capable
of carrying out such a scheme in this conntry is not sufficiett to
cover the whole country, and it will be necessarv for fertiliser makers
to engage in this worh for themselves, but if such institutes as aheady
exist could be persuaded to organise a large number otr eract trials
on a carelully conceived and uniform plan such worh would go a
long way towards prqyiding the farmer with reallv reliable evidence
of the practical value io him of modem chemical. fertilisers,
DISCUSSION
Dr. E. S. Brurx (Warminster), whose well tnown. halJ drill strip
method has bcen used by the Natiooal Institute of Agricultural
Botany iu their vadety trials for many vears, opened the discussion.
Oa the groua& oI eas€ of uralip.ulation in tle field he strongly
preferred a systematic arlangerrent to the raudonised system used
by the Rothamsted worLers. The statistician was a good scrvant
but a bad rnaster. He considered that tbe justification for agri-
cultural erperimeots lay in the degree to which they helped the
Iarmer's pocket. Contiaental workers lud been a.head of this couatry
in carrying out repLicated erperiments with a uni{orro plan at numerous
scattered centres. He instanced the early work done on this plaa
in Denmark with Barley vrrieties.
I
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Dr. E. M. Crorvrurr. (X.othamsted) stressed the need for co-
ordiaated fertiliser experiments at a number of centres in order to
provide material for chemical work on the available nutrients in
soils, He mentioned the experimental rings as developed in Germrny,
where the financial support comes from the farmers ihemselves. An
increasing amount of chemical work was now being done on the pro-
duce of experimental plots, and changes in the composition of'the
crop were frequently found even when no significant tield difierence
was demonstrated. For example, phosphates applied to hay had
only a small efiect on the yield in the first year, but in some areas
almost doubled the amount of protein, and usually increased the
content oI P2O.. He mentioned recent lawo mowing trials where
the degree of precision attained had been very satisfaciory.
- 
Mr. Horur (Kenya).-On considering the papers he was in some
doubt as to the best way of conducting field wort. He doubted if
Imperial Departments c6uld provide thl personnel to carry out worl
on the lines described. The experimenial work done in the past
may not have been of a high enough standard for the laboraiory
worker, but it had produced substantial results for farmers who were
looking, for large increases and had no interest in improvements of
the order of z or 3 per cent. He instanced the goodservice which
the strip method of ixperimentation had performe? in the Transvaal,
and_ emphasised the importance of conducting a simple uniformity
trial before accepting a new experimental area.
Dr.. WrsHer.r (Rothamsted) defended the complex experimerts
as conducted at Rothamsted on the grouods that it-was rhi complex
expeliments which provided the smallesr standard errors. The yilue
of Dr. Beaven's half drill method lav in its hish desree of reolice-
tion (at leasr ten-fold). If the Roihamsted "m"nrr]at e*peri,ircnts
could be replicated to such a degree it would be an advantage, but at
present, with the large number of treatments involved, thii was nor
practicable.
Dr. Ir,aMrr. (U.S.A.) described th6 system of simple tests on ordinary
farms carried out by Extension Agronomists with new varieties
of cereals put out by the plant breeding stations. Singte strips
were sown at a large number of farms scattered over the Stati.
Taken collectively, the information brought conviction and a rz to
IS per cent. increase over the ordinary varieties was shown. The
triafs also demonstrated the parts of the Statc most suited to the new
Ya!letles.
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